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Read by the President, Miss Catherine Gurney, to the Members of the Norfolk
and Norwich Naturalists' Society at a meeting held in the Central Library Lecture
Theatre, Norwich,

December

4th,

1973

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Trying to trace the history of Natural History leads one into a subject far
too large for a short paper. For this reason I have confined myself to a very simple
description of some of the major works, or major types of work, trying to show
how the trend of thought and presentation of books has evolved up to the present

have been tempted to mention many of the magnificent books published
all over Europe and more latterly in America, but for the purpose of this paper
these have been avoided and only books published in this country are mentioned;
except where the immense influence of men of genius have so affected the world
at large that their names and works could not possibly be omitted. So many
day.

I

tantalisingly beautiful

books of the eighteenth century
and these too have been

culture than natural history

more with

horti-

cast aside with

many

dealt

regrets.

would be unwise

to think that at the present day we have a more scientific
each generation the approach appeared to be the last word in
scientific discovery. In another hundred years men of science may well smile at
some of our conclusions, especially in the field of nuclear energy and space travel.
It

approach,

for, to

Science never stands

still,

for there are always further discoveries to be

and new ideas to be investigated, but

made

Middle ages there did seem to be a
darkness over all the land with mental stagnation. This must have been partly
due to learning being in the hands of the church. New ideas were suspect, and
only the strongest dared to face being branded as a heretic. With the advent of
printing learning spread as books became more plentiful, and the laborious
copying by hand ended.

Books became

less

in the

precious and less beautiful. Those equisite volumes on

vellum as fine as silk, with glorious illuminations and strange pictures gave way
to the coarse heavy wood cuts. This was progress and as more and more people
learned to read the demand for books grew and the quality improved until
from the latter end of the seventeenth century the flow of magnificent volumes
reached their zenith. Knowledge was still in the hands of the few, and when it
finally evolved into mass learning for all, content may have improved but quality
gave place to cheap production. Now we are moving away from hand drawn
plates to coloured photographs and tremendously improved techniques of
re-production and printing. Let us go back to the start of Natural History books.
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) must be the earliest writer whose works have
influenced countless seekers after truth. The first copies of his works have not
come down to us and were probably destroyed in the fire that destroyed the
great library in Alexandria in 42 B.C. when 400,000 volumes perished. By that

copies and translations had been made of Aristotle’s work and alpoint the Greek text was lost, so that his work had to be transthough at
lated back in to his native language. Aristotle had the genius of being a first

time

many

some
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added gift of interpreting his observations. How wonderful
must have been to have been the first to look at, and describe a natural object.
He argued and discussed his finds with his pupils at his famous school in Athens
known as the Peripatic School, for his lectures were always given walking slowly
up and down with his pupils around him. Not all his conclusions were correct
but most were far in advance of his time and almost link up with modern thought
having leapt over the fantastic myth and legend of the middle ages. He studied
and knew of the migration of birds, but was not sure if some swallows did not
hibernate. No detail was too insignificant to be mentioned. He discusses the
hibernation of fishes and mentions that the “Sheat” fish rises to the surface at
the time of the Dog Star and is subject to sunstroke, but is paralysed by a loud
peel of thunder. Bees and the workings of the hive he found puzzling. He repeats
that some people thought that bees neither copulate nor give birth to young but
fetch them from a particular flower. Some say the flower of the reed and others
the olive. Whatever errors there are in his works or have crept in during numerous
translations Aristotle has influenced the whole of the early scientific world, and
can still be read with profit and enjoyment at the present day.
rate observer with the
it

After Aristotle there were few great names that have come down to us with their
works. Three must be mentioned who were quoted in all major works up to the
seventeenth century. Theophrastus, Pedonius Discorides, and Pliny. Already an
effort was being made to divide plants into categories for easy identification.
Pliny was a forerunner of this movement but only divided plants into three types.
He again was an accurate observer and his passionate interest in the end caused
his death, for he died of noxious fumes that rose from the crater of Vesusius in
erruption (A.D.77). Pliny had approached too closely to the edge of the crater.

Dioscorides was a Greek medical man, perhaps hardly a Doctor, but
attached to the armies of Nero around A.D. 50. His works on plants were justifiably popular in the middle ages and were copied again and again. The first
illustrated codex of his Juliana Arnicia of 512 A.D. resides in the National Library
of Vienna.
Virgil was slightly earlier than the last two writers (70-19 B.C.) and of
course a poet rather than a Natural Historian. His Fourth Georgic gives a masterly
description of the hive of the honey bee. Possibly he watched the bees on his
small country estate, but he falls into one error, imagining the hive was ruled by
a king and not a queen. It would be interesting to know at what date this idea
was exploded.

The Roman Empire declined and fell and the Dark Ages in Europe began
when art and learning seemed to reach a standstill. This may have been partly
due to the monastic system, and it is sad to note that religious prejudice has
again and again prevented scientific research. Learning centred round the
monasteries. They held the monopoly of writing and copying books, and very
beautiful these books were, but most of them were books on religious subjects.
The fear of being branded as a heretic and savagely persecuted drove research
underground.

Books of the twelfth century that became famous were the Bestiaries. They
are delightful works on vellum with marvellous pictures of the strangest monsters
in the colours of the paintbox, reds and blues, decorated with gold. As the
112

name

book of animals, but the book starts with the creation of
the world, the stars, the firmament, the animals, fishes and reptiles. The
pictures
of the beasts are so obviously drawn by someone who has never seen the animals
implies

it

is

a

question and the stories in the Latin text are equally delightful and strange.
There is a lovely blue bear licking her cubs into shape. She has given birth to
three white lumps and for three days she must lick them to turn them into charming furry bear cubs. The story of the lion is in three pictures. In the first the king
in

cheeky monkey but in the second shows his magnanimity by
sparing the man who humbly prostrates himself, while in the last picture he
himself is terrified by the small cock crowing on the dung heap.
of beasts kills the

Another graphic picture is of a hunter clad in chain mail carrying off a lion
cub on the pommel of his saddle. The lioness follows him and must be got rid
of at all costs so he resorts to the “well known device” of throwing a mirror
behind him. She is diverted as she looks in the mirror and the hunter makes his
escape. In the picture of the Cranes doing their sentry duty one carries a round
stone in his claw. Should he go to sleep, the stone would fall and the noise wake
him up!
These marvellous books must have whiled away happy evenings in the halls
of noble houses that were lucky enough to possess such a treasure.
Perhaps the earliest of the Medical books to be written in England was the
Leech Book of Bald. This was penned in the tenth century and was housed for a
time at Glastonbury. It is now in the British Museum. Over a thousand years old
it is still

in

good condition. As soon

as printing

was invented stimulus was given

production of books and types of medical writing became popular. The
earliest of these were the Hortus Sanitatus or Garden of Health. Many of them
were printed in Germany partly for the reason that blocks for the illustrations
were used from one book to another. Blocks were costly and made of pear wood
backed with a softer wood to make them less heavy. The earliest of these works
were in Latin but later editions were translated into German, French and finally
English. The English version was produced by one Andrews and published in
1521. Most of the wood cuts are from the earlier works, but from time to time a
few new illustrations were added. However, the temptation was to keep on the
old illustrations that had gone out of date. Together with more orthodox animals
and birds there appeared unicorns, sirens, mermaids and sphinxes, and so the
old superstitions and stories continued to be told long after they might well have
faded. A copy of Andrew’s English version is housed in the University Library
at Cambridge and is a rare book. The English is difficult to follow as lettering
and spelling are erratic. Besides descriptions of the beasts, birds and insects it
tells of their uses with the cures for various diseases and ailments. Many of the
ingredients are slightly horrific and would be hard to come by, but there are
practical suggestions as well; for instance, “The louse is a worm of many feet it
cometh out of the filthy and in the skin oftentimes and for force of attendance
they come out of the skin and the sweat holes. To withdraw them the best is to
to the

change oftentimes the linen.” The woodcut shows a
graphic picture of a young man having his head forcibly deloused by an older

wash oftentimes and

to

woman.
frog “The gall is good to heal a man of worms growing in the body.
that bleedeth staunchess the blood. The frog dressed in oil and salt it is

Of the
One
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The body of the frog that dwelleth under
very good to make the teeth fall out”. Some of
the cures are even more nauseating but they are intermingled with strange stories
as of the Syren a beautiful lady with two upward curling tails.

said

it is

a true medicine for the leper.

the stone especially the fat of

it is

is a devilish beast that bringeth a man gladly to death.
a woman with a dreadful face, a long arm and a great
body. Is like the eagle in the nether part. Having feet and tallons to tear apart
those she getteth. Her tail is scaled like a fish and she singeth a manner of sweet
song and therewith deceiveth many a good mariner for when they hear it they
fall asleep and then she cometh and draws them out of the ship and teareth them
asunder. They have their pages in their arms and give them suck of their paps
which be very great. The wary mariner stops their ears when they see her for
when she playeth on the water all they be in fear and let her play until all be

“Syren the mermaid

From the navel up

she

is

—

passed her. This
places in

wings to

is

Araby serpents named

who have

seen her. There is also some
Syrens that run faster than a horse and have

specified by all those

fly.”

How these books must have charmed and filled with wonder an age
when books were few and far between, but the Garden of Health gave way to a
more profound type of medical book concentrating on plants and their curative
There was still very little original thinking and each edition was
from a proceeding one, with the plates used again and again. The
heavy wood cuts had given way to finer line drawings. Sometimes a splendid
frontispiece was added and a flowery dedication to some noble patron. Care had
to be taken not to offend the church and Turner’s Herbal of 1551 was ordered
to be burned. This herbal was more original in thought than many and was
produced by a priest of Well’s Cathedral. He was a stiff necked chap with ideas
in advance of his age and came up against authority. Another of his works was
The hunt of the Roman Fox which sounds as if it were a racy document. His
herbal went into a later edition but even that is hard to come by. Much more
popular than Turner was Gerard whose book was revised and re-printed time
and time again. The first edition is a lordly tome printed in 1597 and partly translated from an earlier French herbal. Gerard had a large garden in Holborn but
professionally describes himself as a chirurgen. He appears to have been ungenerous as a character as he took the translation of Doderen, a friend of his, and
published the work as his own without even an acknowledgement; on the other
hand at the beginning of his large book are several laudatory poems written in
his praise by his friends and admirers One delightful effusion is headed “In
commendation of M. John Gerard for his diligence in simpling,” by W. W.
Westerman. Simpling meaning his expeditions into the country to collect plants.
The illustrations are clear and good but the book was full of mistakes, and it is
properties.

plagiarised

hard to credit that he really believed in the Barnacle Tree. However there is a
picture of Barnacles hanging to the tree and a description of how the Barnacles
fell into the water and emerged as tiny Barnacle Geese. Those that fell on dry
land perished. We might leave this as a legend if Gerard had not emphasised the
fact that he had seen these barnacles with feathers beginning to emerge on a
log of

wood!

Slightly later than Gerard’s

Paradisi in Sole (1629).

Adam

and Eve

in a

A

Herbal came that of Parkinson entitled the

book with a splendid frontispiece depicting
with every manner of flower and tree and right

delightful

garden

filled
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the centre the small Vegetable Lamb attached by a cord to the ground. This
was again a strange conceit that persisted for several hundred years. The lamb
was in appearance a true lamb but at the same time was of the vegetable kingdom
and attached to the earth. Its cord permitted it to eat the herbage as far as the
in

cord would stretch. With nothing more to eat the lamb withered and died. Wolves
were fond of rushing from the mountains and eating the lambs and there was a
discussion in the church as to whether the lamb could be eaten in Lent! The
whole story probably arose from a traveller to Barbary bringing back a tale of
having seen the cotton plant for the first time and describing the cotton as wool
as soft as a lamb’s and so the marvellous vegetable lamb came into being.

There

one other story that persisted for many years and is illustrated in a
books and that is the screaming Mandrake. The Mandrake
has an immensely long root which often forks, and in the illustrations it looks
very like a little manikin. The story goes that if you must dig up a Mandrake
you tied a dog to the root and let him pull it out for if a man did this he would
surely die. As the plant left the ground it gave out a fearful and human shriek.
Gerard in his Herbal pours scorn on these stories as old wives tales, but he takes
the trouble to repeat them. He also gives a long list of the cures of which the

number of

plant

is

is

early

capable.

We

can dismiss these old stories as rather delightful fables, but in the seventeenth century they were firmly believed. So much so that our famous Norfolk
Doctor, Sir Thomas Browne (1605-1682) devoted a whole book Pseudodoxa or
Vulgar Errors to the confutation of these myths. With straightforward logic he
explodes them one by one. In an age of muddled thinking he stands for progressive ideas and clear thought. He must have been a man of great character as he
would not have survived those troubled times, but he did, and Charles II went
so far as to give him the order of knighthood.

Another outstanding personality of the same era was John Evelyn (16201705) the diarist who published the first book on trees Sylvaor A Discourse on
Forest Trees. This was published in 1664 and is charmingly illustrated with hand
coloured engravings. Evelyn was one of the first fellows of the Royal Society
and an authority on trees and landscape gardening.

Books were ceasing to follow such a uniform pattern as in the past and a
more accurate approach was becoming noticeable. Evelyn died in 1706 and the
following year Linnaeus was born and he it was who revolutionised the whole
system of plant nomenaclature. Carl Linnaeus, a Swede, and son of a poor
parson showed a keen interest in natural history from his earliest years. He
refused to follow in his father’s footsteps in the church but struggled through the
university on a pittance to qualify as a doctor. Always short of money he fought
on, teaching and doing medical work when necessary. The rest of the time he
worked at collecting and classifying plants producing books and papers on the
subject until he was finally recognised and became world famous. After his
death his wife sold his books and manuscripts and these were bought by the far
sighted Sir James Edward Smith who founded the Linnaean Society in London
and became its first president. Linnaeus’ influence was immense; he corresponded with all the leading naturalists of his day. His pupils covered the world
collecting specimens, and endless books were written describing his sexual
system for naming plants. Most of these were delightfully illustrated.
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The fashion to publish larger and larger and gloriously illustrated books
was beginning. Libraries were accumulating in the big country houses and
patrons were ready to sponsor the publications. Sometimes each plate in a book
was dedicated by the artist to a patron and his coat of arms might be displayed
in a comer. By selling plates in this way the cost of the book was assured.
The Historia Plantorium Rariorum by J. Martin (1728) was insured in this way,
but not all authors had the wisdom or wish to do this.
William Curtis (1740-1799) produced his Flora Londoniensis

in

1777.

A

splendid large folio volume of flowers within a ten mile radius of London. It was a
lavish book gloriously illustrated with hand coloured plates, but it never paid its
way. Curtis turned to producing a magazine with illustrations of flowers brought

from abroad, new species and garden plants. The first number appeared
1787 and was a success from the start. Curtis remarked that the Curtis Magazine
brought the pudding and the Flora Londoniensis only the praise Incidentally
the magazine is still produced by the Royal Horticultural Society but the hand
coloured plates ceased in 1950. From the inception a body of faithful women
had hand coloured the plates for a pittance. After the death of Curtis there were
a series of editors with famous names: Syms and Hooker and others and a
number of well known plant artists.
in

in

!

was the age of the Elephant Folia, books getting larger and larger so that
it was an effort to lift them from the book case to the table. One of these monsters
was the Flora Graecii by Sibthorpe (1758-1798) in ten volumes but published
posthumously. John Sibthorpe, Sherardian Professor at Oxford, travelled to
Vienna to study Dioscorides famous codes Juliana Arnicia. There he met the
Bauer brothers and persuaded Ferdinand to come with him as artist on his further
travels to the Levant. Bauer was a consummate artist and not only drew and
It

painted the flora but did many sketches of the countryside. Some of these may be
seen as frontispieces to each volume of the flora. Sibthorpe was short lived, he
left Bauer to work on the Greek flora and went off on further travels to Egypt.
He returned a very sick man and the doctors recommendation of a diet of asses
milk and sea bathing at Brighton failed to cure him and he died at thirty eight.
Luckily he was not without means and had put away a sum of money to defray
the cost of the publication. Only 28 copies of the first edition were printed and
sold at £245.00 a set but the cost of the production was £30,000. Sir J. E. Smith
and Later John Lindley took over the publishing of the splendid work which
appeared between 1806 and 1840.

Meanwhile quite a

different type of naturalist

name must be mentioned.
parish of Selbome.

He

was

at

work and one whose

Gilbert White lived a quiet peaceful life in his small
noted down everything that he saw, recording bird

song, the earliest flowers to appear and the arrival and departure of migrants.
He kept regular notes over many years but also kept up a vast correspondence.
He wrote to relations, friends and acquaintances. Robert Marsham of Stratton
Strawless wrote regularly from Norfolk for he too kept careful notes

on

his obser-

was not until 1798 that a collection of White’s letters were published
and these proved so popular that innumerable editions followed. There is a charm
and simplicity in his writing as he discusses on paper his problems. One of these
was the old belief that not all swallows migrated and some dived beneath the
waters of ponds and hybernated. Although he died in 1793 the village of Sel-

vations. It
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I

i|

bo ne retains much ot
i

for those

who

its peaceful beauty and has
love his simple writing.

become

a place of pilgrimage

John Lindley (1799-1865) the son of a Norfolk gardener became the profesLondon University. He wrote numerous books on botany and
did much to explode Linnaeus’ sexual system which he thought was too arbitary. In a delightful Ladies Botany he explains his more natural and flexible
system with many first rate illustrations and a few poems:—
sor of botany at

“Queen of

the Marsh, imperial Drosera treads

Rush-fringed banks and moss embroidered beds.”

The female sex was considered but talked down to! His chief works were The
Vegetable Kingdom and Genera and Species of Orchids. For years he was secretary to the Royal Horticultural Society and his library presented to them will
always be his memorial.

Flower books with all their size and magnificent presentation were almost
superceded by the vastness of the folios on birds. The great age for bird books
was later than for botanical books, probably because of the difficulty of obtaining
specimens. John Gould (1804-1881) is one of the greatest names with his enormous folio volumes, Birds of Europe, Birds of Australia, Mammals of Australia
and British Birds. His home and studio was in Charlotte Street, just off Piccadilly
and there there was always a scene of hectic industry. Birds skins arrived from
all over the world. Gould drew the outline for the plates and Hart made the
blocks and coloured in the metallic parts of the hummingbirds. Besides this there
was a large team of artists who finished off the plates and put in the final colouring. Even Mrs. Gould was called in to assist. The house was always in chaos,
stacked with books, papers, drawings and bird skins. Artists came and went and
even the famous Edward Lear of the Nonsense rhymes worked for a time in
Gould’s studio. After Gould’s death Mrs. Gould sold the remainder of all his
works to the publishers and waggon after waggon took away tons of material.

John Audubon (d 1851) an American of French parentage, lived at almost
the same time as Gould and published Birds of America. Subscriptions for his
great work were raised in England and his book published over here. There is
more interest in his plates than in those of Gould for each picture has a background of the bird’s habitat, whereas in Gould the birds sit on bare branches or
perch on rocks.
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Buller’s very popular Birds of New Zealand were in more manageable a size
was also Bewick’s History of British Birds but the fashion for enormous
volumes still persisted and Elliot published a monograph Phasianidae in 1870.
There was too a magnificent book on The Birds of Paradise and although the
production was large yet each plate had to be folded in two to get in the stupendous tails! The proud owners of these lovely books must have had to have
shelves especially constructed to house them, but it was the age of lavish books
of all kinds with portfolios of sketches and there was leisure too in the evenings
to examine them.

as

,

,

One of the most famous of botanical books goes under the name of Sowerby
and was published between 1757 and 1782. In fact it was written by that most
generous and far sighted of men Sir James Edward Smith. Most people who write
a book take the credit for it and the artist who does the drawings’ name appears
in small type. With Smith it was the other way round and he handed all the glory
to Sowerby. Sowerby was one of a brilliant family of artists and his British
Botany was deservedly popular. Each plate is partially coloured by hand. The
fashion was coming in for line drawings of flowers, which the owner of the book
could colour when he or she found the plant. This pleasant practice has continued to the present time, and, Stella Ross Craig’s Drawings of British plants
that has been coming out for the last twenty years, is printed on the best drawing
paper for

this

very purpose.

To go back to Sir James Smith, it is good to remember that he was a native
of Norfolk and practiced as a doctor in Norwich. He had a tremendous influence
on most of the major books of this era. He died in 1828.
From

mid nineteenth century works on Natural History poured from
the printing presses. The approach had become slightly sentimental with pious
thoughts on religion. There is a nostalgic charm about these pretty books but
none more so than Noel Humphreys’ Butterflies and Moths circa 1865. Each
plate would make a picture on its own with its charming composition of flowers
and branches interspersed with butterflies or moths with their caterpillars on
the

their correct host plant.

The

era for collections

had

started

and

little

parties trailed along the sea

shore gathering sea weeds to be floated onto paper and stuck into albums. Every
house had its collection of butterflies and bird’s eggs. Parties of ladies led by some
knowledgeable cleric toured the countryside for flowers using as their guide the
flower book known as “Bentham and Hooker” {The Handbook of British Flora)
and clearly illustrated by that superb botanical artist W. H. Fitch (1865).
In 1859 Charles Darwin published The Origin of the Species, and then the
whole world went up in flames of horror. It was such a new concept and appeared
to deny the infallible teaching of the Old Testament. In general the country was
scandalised although many scientists had been gradually coming to similar
conclusions. The church took a heavy stand against such infamy and for the
next decade books poured out on Darwin and his theory.

During the early parts of the twentieth century books have been cheap and
plentiful, but finely illustrated books have still been published. There are Fryer’s
Potomagetons with illustrations by Robert Morgan in 1915 which captures the
translucent quality of the leaves. A limited edition of Orchids by Gavin Bone,
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n

the printing so good that each specimen
appears to have been drawn by hand.
I here are still many fine
artists working on plants such as
Stella Ross Craig.
Long may they continue for we are coming to
the era of coloured photographs.
Some of these are very lovely and one must not discount
their appeal. Everything
has speeded up and looking back on the
last thousand years of slow progress
one can only imagine that the future will hold
books written on tapes with pictures projected on to a screen.
Illustrations

:

“of the tode” and “Syrene the Mermayde”
taken from Hortus
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NORFOLK WEATHER

1778-1802

AS RECORDED BY REVEREND

JAMES WOODFORDE
J.

Oliver, James

Cook

University of North Queensland.

Parson Woodforde’s diary in its edited form (Beresford 1968) provides a
wealth of detail on life and conditions in the second half of the eighteenth century.
For the second half of the period it covers, the entries refer to Weston Longeville,
north-west of Norwich, where Woodforde was the rector. This discussion is
focused on the weather data that can be assembled from the diary. The period,
1778-1802, covers an interesting part of the eighteenth century which in several
respects experienced meteorological conditions different from those of the twentieth century or indeed from earlier parts of the eighteenth century.

Woodforde was not a scientific meteorologist even in an amateur senseUnlike a number of his clerical, medical or land-owning contemporaries, he did
not set out to maintain an organised weather record. His diary includes frequent
references to the weather, but the entries reflect mainly extremes of favourable
or unpleasant conditions. In the edited form of the diary it is impossible to
derive a statistical statement of the frequency of specified weather phenomena.
In the second half of the eighteenth century a number of keen weather observers,
for example Thomas Barker of Rutland (Manley 1952) or William Borlase near
Penzance (Oliver 1969) stimulated by the current interest of the Royal Society
in a more scientific treatment of weather recording, developed not only a more
consistent recording format but also attempted to supplement their own impressions by establishing some elementary instrumentation. Barometers, thermometers, wind vanes and rain gauges, the form of instruments then mostly in
use, lacked standardisation, were not very accurate and often were relatively
insensitive. Their exposure and installation varied considerably and comparative
studies of the data are often precluded.
In 1780

Woodforde obtained

a barometer

and thermometer from an

Italian,

From time to time he recorded the atmospheric pressure,
but the readings were unduly low and the barometer was clearly faulty. His
thermometer was set up indoors in a room heated by a fire. It registered excessively high values on warm sunny, summer days, which suggest that, at times, it
was exposed to the direct rays of the sun through a window. He also set up a
weather cock in his garden. Perhaps it was more of a status object than a scientific aid since he was struck “by the very good effect it has there (in his garden)
looks very well indeed and handsome. The Pole painted a dark green and the
Weathercock black and gold.” Though it was initially installed in the midst of a
clump of firs, he did something to improve its exposure by cutting down a hedge
and some of the firs in the plantation. He made little apparent use of it, however,
for his diary entries. When he recorded wind directions it was mainly to point
out periods of winds persistently from a given quarter, especially easterly,
which dominated the weather.
Padralio, in Norwich.

.

.

.

The diary entries available do not permit the reconstruction of the daily
weather sequence since many of the less extreme and more routine events are
not recorded. For this type of analysis other eighteenth century instrumental
records combined with descriptive, but specifically weather diaries are more
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helpful.

However, such records include features which are peculiar to the recorand the network of observers is thin and poorly distributed. It was

der’s location

not until the last thirty years or so of the nineteenth century that an official,
standardised and more comprehensive recording network in the British Isles
became available. In the interim, information such as that which can be gleaned

from Woodforde’s

diary, has enhanced value. Available records have to be
evaluated according to their location on the western or eastern seaboards, in
central inland areas, or in the extreme north or south. The very nature of
atmospheric dynamics produces sharp contrasts between the Atlantic facing and

the

European mainland oriented

parts of the British Isles.

Parson Woodforde’s location in East Anglia, where no significant topographic shelter from the north or the east occurs, means that his diary provides
weather data for a part of England for which details are lacking at that time. In
addition, like many diarists of his time, he was concerned with gardening and
farming. He had, therefore, a strong interest in the effects of the vicissitudes of
the weather on such weather sensitive activities. Through his comments upon
the harvest and other agricultural conditions it is possible to derive interesting
local information on the state of the farming economy in Norfolk.

East Anglia is particularly exposed to air-streams from between south-east
and north. In winter such air can be severely cold and persistent when an anticyclonic centre is to the north-west, north or east. Though in winter the North
Sea can cause a slight warming and humidifying of cold easterly continental air,
the lack of high ground in East Anglia means that the speed of winds off the
sea is little reduced. The increase in moisture and slight instability in such air,
however, is often conducive to snow showers. Norfolk has a relatively high
expectation of snow fall.

This same eastern seabord location can be advantageous in summer if the
main sequence of weather systems is from west to east across Britain. The
East Anglian summers are often then drier and sunnier. Summer and often
spring anticyclones can produce fine and favourable spells of weather provided
conditions do not get too dry. Thus over the years of the diary there appear
from time to time entries indicating periods of excellent growing conditions and
fine harvests.

To some degree a chronological treatment is unavoidable but the aim of this
study has been mainly to single out Woodforde’s impressions respectively on
the coldness of winter and spring, the occurrence of hot summers, the variations
in the harvest and the spells of drought or excessive wetness.
The

coldness of winter and spring

A

valuable standard by which to judge the relative temperatures of each month
since 1698 has been provided by overlapping a number of records all from a
fairly small area referred to as Central England (Manley 1953). This has recently
been brought up to 1970 (Davis 1972) and the monthly values have been grouped
into quintiles (twenty per cent groups). These groups, indicated by index numbers, are listed, for 1778-1802, in table 1 with the coldest and next coldest being
identified as 1 and 2 respectively, the warmest and next warmest by 5 and 4.
Over the years covered by Woodforde’s diary, there is a greater frequency than
normal expectations (based on a 273 year record) would suggest of cold months
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during the September to April part of the year and of warm months in the March
to September parts of the year. The greatest positive departures in the decadal
monthly means were for June to August, whilst the largest negative departures
were for October to January and March. Winters were colder and summers
warmer than the long period pattern.

TABLE
Monthly temperature

1

1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802

Months

England for 1778
N. E. Davis (Davis 1972)

quintiles for Central

represents the coldest

and

222
355
244

YEAR JAN.

1

MAR.

FEB.

5

1

1.

5 the

APR.
3

warmest

MAY

-

1802 According to

quintile.

DEC

JUNE

JULY

2
4

5

5

5

1

1

3

5

3

5

5

5

5

3

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

1

5

3

4

5

5

2

1

2
2

5

4

5

5

5

4

5

4

4

3

1

3

1

1

2

5

4

2

3

3

1

1

5

1

2

1

1

3

2

2

2

5

5

1

2

1

1

3

2

1

5

2

4
4

1

1

1

1

5

2

3

1

1

4

5

5

2

2

1

3

3

5

1

2

1

1

1

2

3

5

5

2

4

2

3

3

2

3

1

3

4

3

1

5

5

5

3

4

3

3

3

1

1

4

1

2

5

2

5

3

1

5

1

3

1

3

3

4

4

3

1

5

1

2
4
2
2

5

3

454
444
234
242
542
342
333

2
4

1

4

2
4

5

2

4

5

1

1

2
2

1

3

2

5

2

1

5

3

4

2

5

5

5

3

5

5

3

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

3

1

2

5

5

5

1

5

5

2

2

1

5

1

1

1

2

3

2

5

4
4

2

1

1

4

1

1

5

5

5

3

4

2

1

1

1

3

4
2

4

2
2

1

2

1

1

2

5

5

2

5

5

4

4

5

3

3

4

4
2

5

3

4
2

4

1

1

5

6

3

2

4

4

4
4
4

4
4

2
2
2
2

5

7

9

2

1

2
1

2

in coldest quintile

5

6

8

8

22 per cent of the total

Months

in

2

warmest
4

quintile

5

10

7

7

8

10

13

5
4
22 per cent of the tola

On the whole the picture presented by the diary is, as would be expected, in
accordance with the Central England record. Anticyclones centred over Central
England might be expected to affect East Anglia rather similarly. Persistent
cyclonic conditions would also tend to give both areas a similar weather pattern.
The most

likely discrepancies

(more especially

would

arise

when

continental

European or Arctic

in winter) air-masses are advected into East Anglia. Pressure

systems centred, so that east and south-east or northerly air-streams develop,
can give East Anglia weather spells contrasting with western or central parts of
England.
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was the periods of extreme cold and discomfort that Woodforde
singled out for comment in his diary. Departures from normal were greatest in
the winter months. Observations upon winter or spring cold make up by far the
largest proportion of his weather comments. Table 2 assembles the number of
occasions on which different categories of weather received a diary entry. Such a
Inevitably

it

tabulation has limited accuracy because of the tendency to record the extremes
rather than every event, by the fact that less drastic instances at night are likely
to escape attention

and because of a more incomplete overall record in the earlier
up to 1781 the weather entries were particularly

years of the diary. For instance,

spasmodic. The information presented enables some comparative relative study
to be made of the years covered by the diary, but does not permit precise absolute
comparisons to be made with present day records. For example his snow fall
entries are

much below

the

more

precise present

TABLE

day records.

2

Daily Occurrences of specified weather conditions at Weston Longville
1782 1783 1748 1785 1786 1787 1788 1789 1790 1791
Severe outdoor frost
Freezing indoors

Snow

fall

2

9

13

4

2

4

5

0

11

12

3

0

3

4

0

1

5

2

5

2

1

5

5

3

0*

5

4

1

0

0

0

2

5

4

8

5

3

3

0*

0*

Thunder

6

3

2

4

1793 1794 1795 1796 1797 1798 1799 1800 1801

Severe outdoor frost

8

6

Freezing indoors

0

3

3

3

0

1

Snow

fall

Thunder

6

12

6

5

12

2

2

3

4

22

2

7

9

1

7

1*

9

10

5

0

11

6

1

1

6

5

2

0*

1802

32

14

33

1792

15

of absence, etc.: 1782 29 May to October; 1786 23 June to
13 October; 1789 15 June to 8 September; 1793 8 July to October; 1795 24 June
to 4 November and 1802 2 October to 31 December.

*No

details because

Earliest outdoor frost 22 September 1796; latest outdoor frost 19
Earliest

snow fell 25 November 1795;

latest

snowfall 16

May

May

1782.

1802.

fall on 1 January 1782, it was not until
conditions that there was a hint of
frosty
windy,
with
29 January, “bitter cold”
weather generally in England.
westerly
further cold. January was a month of mild,
Pressure was high in February in Norfolk and the first part of the month at least
appears to have been cold, and there was deep snow on 12 February. March also
seemed to be cold with a very cold windy and snowy day on 22 March. April
more comment for wetness. The spring of 1782 was terminated by a sharp

Although there was an evening snow

drew

late frost

and very cold night on

19

May.

day of 1783 also opened with cold winds, frost and snow, but apart
from indicating a wet early February, the entries in the diary do not indicate
Tear or last
cold until the severe frost of 26 February, the “coldest Day this
first five days of March,
fell heavily in the morning. After severe cold on the

The

first

.

Snow
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the spring seems to have improved considerably so that, because of the more
favourable weather, the demand for turnips for fodder slackened and they were

hard to

sell.

The cold of the 1783/84 winter persisted from 28 December, when it was
both snowy and frosty, until 2 April 1784 when, despite snow all the afternoon,
it was “much milder to-day than it has been of late.” On that date Woodforde
recorded, “The Land has not been free of Snow since 23 of December last.”
At least there were falls of snow on 21 and 22 January, 7 February and 30 March
1784. The fall of 7 February was such that in places the snow was “almost up to
the Horses Shoulders”, the road to King’s Lynn was almost impassable, whilst
in Norwich the streets and market place were “nothing but Ice.” Not surprisingly
(8 February) the Cathedral congregation was limited by the cold. Owing to the
severe winter Woodforde recorded (2 April), “Many Farmers are now greatly
distressed for their Stock and some obliged to slay them half fat, on Account of
the Scarcity of Provision for them. The Turnips rot very fast of late. I never knew
so severe or so long a Winter as this has turned out.” The Overseers of the Poor
asked Woodforde for subscriptions for the poor “during this severe Weather”.
months of 1784 in Central England had temperatures much
below average. The diary evidence is limited to references to the cold, rainy
17 November, the hard frost of the night of 9 December and to the entry indicating on 27 December the road difficulties from frost and snow. The cold extended
into the earlier days of January, even though it was possible to describe 23
January as “quite a Summers Day.” Westerly winds were weakly represented
over Britain in January 1785. February was cold at Weston Longeville. Despite

The

last three

bright sunshine in the day,

it

froze sharply indoors the night of 19/20 February

On the night of 27/28 February “it froze the
Pots under the Beds” after a day of freezing winds but sunshine.
Further entries indicating cold or snow continue to 27 March when there was
snow and a sharp frost by early evening. However, spring was close and 5 April
was a “very fair and fine Day throughout quite warm.”

after a frosty preceeding four days.

Chamber

—

A

number of Christmases in the period of the diary were cold, and 1785
was no exception. 24 December 1785 had a stormy E.N.E. wind with a very sharp
and Christmas Day itself was “excessive cold with Snow and Frost also.”
The cold continued at least to 18 January 1786 with considerable snow. Divine
service (8 January) was impossible with snow impeding movement, the country
lanes being impassable. The doctor crossed the hedges on the snow (9 January).
Woodforde made no comment about conditions in February, but on 6 March
he noted, “the cold more severe and penetrating than any yet, it freezes within
frost

than 10 minutes”. In his study, where there was a fire, the temperature was 50°F at 10 a.m. (cf. 56°F at 1 1 a.m., 20 February 1784). March 1785 for
Central England was the coldest experienced 1697 to the present. Cold conditions
appeared to persist until 10 April, when in the morning ice a half inch thick had
formed on a water tub outside the house.

doors in

less

The 1786 Christmas was also cold and had been preceded by a considerable
snow fall on 23 December. In Central England the autumns of 1740 and 1786 are
the coldest recorded. After a severe night frost Woodforde noted on the morning
of 26 December that water brought upstairs for washing froze over in half an
hour.

He

recorded

little

other detail on cold weather in January, except for a
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on 18 January and cutting winds and considerable snow on 28 January.
February appears to have enjoyed the mildness indicated in Central England.
On 1 February the diary entry reads, “Yesterday and to-day were so warm and
frost

it had more appearance of Summer than Winter.”
With some foreboding (not justified by subsequent weather) he quoted the local belief that fine
winter days were “Weather breeders producing bad Weather.” Cold sleet on
5 March and a dry cold N.N.E. wind on 18 April did not counteract the impression that neither winter nor spring in 1787 were severe. Indeed the fine February
reduced the demand for fodder and the price of turnips declined sharply.

lively that

—

The 1787/88 winter was also mild. The only references he made to cold were
snowy 14 January and the clear, cold, 1 March. The first two months of
1788 were more remarkable for their wetness. We read the entry on 1 March,
“I never knew the Lands so wet as they appear now”. The weather of mid-March
displeased him, “The late cold Easterly Winds which we have had, and still
prevail, great unhinge my animal Frame.” (16 March). The next day was similar
and water froze upstairs in the house. 23 March was a “thoroughly winterly
day long ...” Like other parts of England, March seems to have been fairly cold

the

in

1

East Anglia.

December 1788 was cold and introduced the much colder 1788/89 winter.
Considerable snow fell on 3 December, and by 12 December, Woodforde was
referring to the hard frosty weather. On 15 December he wrote. “Weather so
extremely severe ... It was agreed by almost all that this Day was one of the
coldest that ever was felt. The wind so high and the frost so intense ...” The
cold persisted. The entry for 31 December read, “The coldest night I ever felt
(I think) in my life and the morning also the coldest with high wind and small
snow. It froze and still freezes sharply almost in every place in my house.” The
thermometer in his study, where there was a fire, descended to 46 °F in the morning. The cold continued into January 1789. The pressure was high, the freezing
winds strong and indoor frost prevailed. Freezing rain fell on 13 January, a day
the weather if anything more severe and Frost sharper with strong
with
Wind than any Day yet this Winter bitter, bitter cold.” After some relief in
February the cold returned in March, delaying the spring growth of plants and
causing a strong rise in the price of turnips. Even as late as the 17 April Woodforde wrote that, “the Weather has been of late uncommonly severe for the
Season”, and on 1 1 May he observed that the spring was very backward.
.

.

.

—

The 1790 and

1791 winters were not cold. Westerly winds in Britain were

strong in the Januaries of both years (Lamb and Johnson 1966). Christmas Day
1789 in Norfolk was a remarkable fine mild Day.” On 14 January 1790, Woodforde noted, “The Season so remarkably mild and warm that my Brother gathered the morning in my Garden some full blown Primroses.” In February
comments on the fine, warm weather predominate and there were no details of
frost or snow. March seems to have been similar, but on 10 April, Woodforde

was complaining still of the cold, strong, dry, east winds
Conditions seemed to have ameliorated thereafter.

that

had

set in

on

1

April.

on 30 November 1790, the Christmas period was
mild and wet. January 1791 the weather was unsettled and pressures were low
(he remarked upon this on 4, 18 and 19 January). The night 1/2 February was
stormy with a cold north-west wind, snow and hail. The next two days seemed

Though

early

snow

fell
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to have been similar. 27 February

was

cold, wet

and windy, but otherwise the

of the winter and spring experienced no severe frost or snow. On 14 March
he was busy making the hot bed for his cucumbers (one day earlier than in 1790).
On 19 March he complained of the glut of turnips in most parts of Norfolk,
“The Winter turning out also so remarkably mild”, so that with the prevailing
fine weather most of the turnips “are now given away to feed them off”. By
12 April people were even offering money to those who would feed the turnips
off, whilst many threw them away into the ditches (15 April). April had very
pleasant weather and Woodforde remarked (24 April), “Never a fairer Season
known than the present” and again on 9 May, “Very fine pleasant spring
weather.” In Central England, May was much cooler than average, but Woodforde’s diary gives no hint of this except perhaps that his first sighting of a swallow
(3 May) was the latest he observed, except after the very cold winter and spring
of 1799. His first crop of peas was picked in the garden on 5 June (cf. 30 May
1797 and 27 May 1794, both very early seasons).
rest

One of the earliest frosts he recorded was on 25 October 1791 when ice formed “near half inch thick”. Very cold weather with strong easterly winds on 1 and
2 November followed. December 1791 was a cold month. A cold wind and a
frost occurred on 8 December. The ensuing days were cold with a good deal of
snow on 10 December, and on the next day with a northerly wind ... it froze all
day long even within doors very quick ... It froze the Cream and Milk in my
Dairy very soon.” On 12 December his study thermometer descended to 42 °F
at 9 a.m. The cold persisted until 26 December, and he complained of the icy
conditions under foot. After a brief return to milder weather in early January,
by 11 January 1792 he was recording freezing conditions indoors. Still on 14
January he wrote, “The most severe Frost last Night and this Morning as I
ever felt. The Milk in the Dairy in the Pans was one Piece of Ice and the Water
above Stairs in the Basins froze in a few minutes after being put there this Morn.

know

ever perceived the cold as piercing as this Morning (his
weather recollections seem to have been short-lived) have kept a Charcol Fire
in my Cellar since we brewed.” The first half of February seems to have been less
cold, but by 16 February he was recording cold weather with hail and snow,
whilst on 18 February there was severe frost outdoors and inside and it snowed
all day with a strong wind. Severe frost occurred on 20 and 21 February, but
with fine weather on 27 February, perhaps believing the worst of the winter past,
Woodforde uncovered his fig trees. Nevertheless 8 and 19 March were very cold,
and on 10 March it snowed morning and afternoon so that the snow lay on the
ground the next day which had a cold north-east wind. By 21 March his wall
apricot trees were “much hurt by the Frost and cold Winds. Their Blossoms
appear to by burnt up.” April was then apparently frost-free and on 13 April
he wrote, “Quite Summerlike Weather”. He found it cold on 23 May however,
and so cold and cloudy on 21 June that he had a fire in his study.
I

don’t

that

I

Woodforde had little say about weather in November and December 1792.
On 17 November a sharp frost produced ice half an inch thick, there was frost
with a north-west wind on 7 December and windy, snowy weather on 23 December. A few individual cold days were mentioned in January and February 1793,
but the main cold of the winter was associated with easterly winds experienced
briefly on 10 March and then in the last week of the month which was frosty
and dry. His pond froze “all over and thick.” (29 March). Easterly, and sometimes
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north-easterly winds prevailed throughout April until 22nd with snow on 17 and
19 April. His first sighting, however, of a swallow (17 April) was one of the earliest
of any of his recordings.

No

frost or

snow were recorded

in December 1793, but January 1794
the start of the month. By 12 January “Almost all People
(were) complaining of the cold.” 25 January was windy and snowy, and on 27

cooled

down from

January, with freezing indoors and small snow outside, he remarked, “The
present severe cold Weather pinches me greatly.” He recorded on 28 January
that two women returning home from Norwich market had been frozen to
death. After a freezing day outdoors on 30 January it became thereafter much
milder and often wet. Generally in England, February was very mild. He made
several entries concerning the pleasant weather, and on 27 April wrote, “Most
delightful Weather indeed. Everybody very forward in the Garden, Goosberries
fit for Tarts.” Peas were picked on 27 May, strawberries on 1 June and his first
cucumber on 2 June.

I

Although a slight frost had occurred 8 November 1794, Woodforde commented on the mildness of the season (25 November), and it was not until 24
December that it was freezing indoors and out with a strong easterly wind.
With the added hardship of deep snow on Christmas Day there were very few
communicants at church. January 1795 in Central England was the coldest
recorded to date since 1698. East Anglia did not escape its severity. Winds in
eastern Britain were from between S.E. and N.E. On 3 January Woodforde
remarked, “The Air I think was never more cutting than to-day tho’ quite a
calm. It froze all the Milk in the Dairy.” The barometric pressure was high,
whilst his thermometer fell below 40°F on 4 January. The next day saw a slight
let up but it was frosty again by 10 January and, apart from brief thaws, the cold
persisted until 17 March. An easterly wind accompanied the cold in the third
week of January. Snow showers occurred in January but the weather was more
remarkable for severe frost than snow. On 20 January the milk in the pans froze
“The coldest day I ever felt in my life.” The cold continued and on 23
January was “more severe than ever, it froze apples within doors tho’ covered
with thick carpet.” On the 25 January his thermometer was again below 40°F
and we read the entry, “the Frost more severe this Morning than Yesterday. It
froze the Chamber Pots above Stairs.” The intensity of the cold prevented the
church service. Ice two inches thick formed on the pond despite being broken
every morning. “A great Thawe, air quite mild without” (with lowered barometric pressure as well) produced flooding on 27 January, but the respite was very
brief and the cold returned the next day when it snowed all day with a driving
wind. So it went on with further snow and severe frost, as Woodforde put it
(3 February), “this Cold dreary Lapland Weather continues which at present
seems more likely to continue than alter.” He noted that many birds had been
killed by the frost (4 February) and that crows and rooks came up to the kitchen
door to feed with the chicken. A temporary thaw on 1 1 February, with a fall in
pressure and slight rain all day, produced a great amount of melt water and
high water levels in the ditches and in his well. High floods due to melting snow
occurred elsewhere in Britain at the time. By 18 February, however, there was
black frost and a strong east wind, “as cold this day almost as any this winter.”
The vegetables were badly frosted. A sum of £46.15.0 was subscribed to buy coal
and bread for the poor of Weston Longeville. Snow fell 19, 20 and 22 February,
solid,
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.

and the piercing east wind accentuated the cold so that it froze hard indoors. It
was with relief that he wrote 26 February, “Quite a pleasant warm Day”, but
the weather pattern had not changed, and by 28 February, with frost and snow,
he commented, “Another kind of Winter come again upon us.” It was not until
after 19 March that the cold relented. Snow had fallen all day on 28 February
and during the night 12/13 March (a day he described as a fourth winter). On
14 March it melted and by 17 March caused flooding with the ditches overflowing, his farm yard was almost covered by water and the “Land Springs
.

scarce ever

known

to be so full as at present.” After the preceding

surprising to see the entry of 24 April, “Spring

still

March

it

is

.

not

backward and Air quite

The mildness of the 1795/96 winter contrasted strongly with the previous year. Whilst visiting Castle Cary in Somerset he noted early frosts on the
night 22/23 October and 3/4 November. In Norfolk there were frosts 20/21,
21/22 and 26/27 November, but this early pattern did not persist and December
was not cold. Indeed he noted 22 December “remarkably warm” and Christmas
Day “turned out a very fine Day indeed, no frost.” No mention of snow or frost
appears until 6 March 1796. January 1796 was a very mild month in England
generally. On 12 January he wrote “very mild indeed for the Season”, on 17
January, “A summer like day quite warm and sunshine. Uncommonly fine for
Season” and on 21 January, “Most delightful Weather for the Season.” Incistingy”.

dentally his thermometer read 78°F and 90°F respectively for 12 and 17 January
and clearly must have been exposed to direct sunshine. March was a colder
month. Snow fell for most of the morning of 6 March, the whole day was cold
and at night it froze indoors. Cold weather was recorded on 8 March (with a
cold E.N.E. wind); and there were frequent snow and hail showers on 27 March,

The cold of March extended until April,
April was, “Very cold barren growless Weather still”
(apparently at variance with Central England experience). However by 1 May
he wrote “All Vegetation seems at the height of growing.”
the worst Easter-day he could recall.

and

his entry for

11

months October to December 1796, the last month
were all below the long-period monthly averages. Woodforde’s diary
provides little comparative detail. However, the earliest frost he ever recorded
occurred on 22 September and other frosts occurred 6 November and 29 November (with a little snow in the evening). There was a very cold day on
December
with deep drifted snow. The cold lasted with little break until 30 December when
it became mild, overcast and damp. On 3 December the milk froze in the Dairy
and the washing water above stairs. It was still freezing indoors on 4 and 6 December. A brief thaw on the evening of 7 December followed by a sharp night frost
“made the whole land a continuous Sheet of Ice, but fortunately about 1 1 this
In Central England the

especially,

1

morning

(8

He

December)

it

snowed so

as to cover the Ice but did not continue

noted the rising barometer and

falling thermometer and predicted
very cold raw Thawe” (12 December) did not
upset his forecast. 24, 25 and 26 December were freezing indoors and out. He
recorded 26 December, “amazingly cold and hard Frost with rough E. wind all
day long colder than ever”. January and February 1 797 apparently had a normal
degree of cold with hard frost 13 and 25 January and 18, 19 and 27 February,
but the winter generally was not unduly cold. Vegetation was backward (18
February), and on 1 1 March he wrote, “No appearance at all scarce to be seen
of a near approaching Spring. Nothing grows.” A cold north-east wind from
11-19 March delayed spring growth. North-east winds in April (recorded 10,

long.”

the cold

was

likely to last.

“A
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gave cold days and must have limited growth. There was a hard
on 20 April. The early part of May was apparently little better. The evening
May was very cold, 4 May was “
More like February than May” with a
high wind, 8 May “very severe cold weather for May” and 10 May, “Uncommon
cold windy with much Rain all day.” By 1 May it was wet but much milder and
the overall temperature for the month was probably about normal.

20, 21 April)
frost
1

.

.

.

1

In 797 the winter commenced with frost on 24 November, a cold very snowy
day on 29 November and a “smart frost” on 3 December. However, the rest of
December brought no comment about cold weather, rather it seemed to be very
fine, at least in the second half. He recorded four frosts in January and two
other cold days but neither that month, nor February and March appeared as
cold months. High barometric pressure in mid-February was not accompanied
by cold and only one frost was recorded in February and one in March (1 1/12).
London experienced S.S.E. resultant winds during the 1797/98 winter. On 11
February he remarked, “Very fine Weather indeed for the Season”, and on 6
March, “Weather very fine for the Season and has been remarkably mild the
last five Months. Very little severe Weather the whole Winter as yet.” Snow fell
on 11 and 31 March and hail on 17 March, but the month was not severe.
Following a sharp frost 1 April there were no entries of cold for that month.
A warm April 1798 was experienced in Lancashire (Manley 1953). The date
of the first sighting of a swallow (15 April) was the earliest he recorded in his
1

diary.

The 1798/99 winter reversed the pattern and was notable over the British
Isles for its snowiness and persistent severe cold. (Jones 1953, Manley 1954).
The diary demonstrates that East Anglia was similar. The cold began with a
severe frost on 17 November 1798 giving quite a thick ice cover on his pond, and
hard frost and snow on 25 November. By 13 December a strong easterly wind
was giving cold weather with freezing conditions indoors. Christmas Day was
cold with some snow and the last few days of December were very cold. The entry
for 26 December noted “we have not had so severe cold Weather as we now have
for many Years past. The cold indoors on 27 December, “I can scarce live in it.”
On 28 December he was complaining of everything freezing indoors. “Meat like
blocks of Wood. It froze in the Kitchen even by the fire in a very few Minutes.
So severe Weather I think I never felt before. Even the Meat in our Pantry all
froze and also our Bread. I think the cold was never more severe in my life.”

The cold continued until 7 January 1799. Though relenting apparently
thereafter, he found a number of the January days cold, whilst from 28 January
until a thaw on 9 February another bitter spell of weather ensued, with heavy
snow on the night 27/28 January, and on February a “rough” easterly wind,
“By much the coldest and most severe Day we have had as yet during the Winter
cold of 28 December 1798).
(it cannot be compared in absolute terms with the
The present severe weather pinches me almost to death.” The turnips were
1

frozen so hard they had to be split with wedges and mallets and all the tops were
frosted off. Drifting snow made the roads impassable. Perhaps forgetting the
January of 1795, he wrote on 2 February, “Scarce ever known such severe
Weather for the last 60 years.” He compared the frost with the thirteen week
snow during
frost of the 1740 severe winter. 3 February received a great fall of
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and then all day. Drifts in many roads up to 15 feet deep
developed, “It is dangerous for almost any person to be out.” People were
walking in the snow across the hedge tops. Cattle were starving because the
frozen turnips could not be used. Woodforde wrote on 3 February, “If the present
severe Weather continues God only knows what we shall all do, and again on
4 February, “Dreadful Weather for the poor people now.” Snow also fell on
4 February which was a day when people in the area were digging themselves out
the preceding night

and road clearing, “All travelling almost to a Stand.” Although more snow fell
on 5 and 6 February, the packing down of the earlier snow was making the
roads more passable. Snow fell also on 7 February, which was so cold that “water
froze in the backhouse quite hard within less than 4 hours after it had been
brought from the well to-day abt. Noon.” There were fears that coal in Norwich
might be short since barges were “all bound fast by the Frost in the River and
unable to get from Yarmouth.” After more driving snow on the morning of
9 February, it “came on a gentle Thawe all of a sudden which made us rejoice.”
In the following days thaw and cold fluctuated. The snow showers on the mornings of 13 and 14 February quickly melted in the afternoon. The improvement
was slow. However, Woodforde summed up the situation on 17 February,
“Very dismal Account, on the Papers respecting the last severe Weather many
The
many people having lost their lives thro’ the inclemency of the same
Roads in very very many Places impassable. The long continuance of so severe
cold Weather having scarce been ever known for the last Century. It has lasted
now (with scarce any intermission) from 17th of December (cf. his earlier diary
entries) last past and still likely.” It snowed much of 18 February, but the next
day was mild, fine and dry and this pattern continued until the end of the month.
He wrote on 20 February “this Day throughout having given us great hopes of a
happy Change.” Snow melt waters and heavy rain on the night 21/22 February
caused considerable surface flooding. From 28 January to 18 February snow,
mostly heavy, was recorded on 13 days.

—
.

.

.

Woodforde recorded some of the consequences of the severe winter of 1799,
“Almost everything in our little Greenhouse killed ...” (28 February), and
“Gardening very backward indeed, nothing in short shows any sign of Vegetation

—

whatever. Our Apricot Tree which used to be out in full blossom in February
has scarce any appearance of bloome yet. So backward is everything in the
Vegetable State.” (5 March). The prospect of relief from the cold was shortlived however. Temperatures dropped again by 7 March when snow, with
other falls on 9 and 15 March, occured. He observed on 15 March, “Vegetation
many turnips killed ... A smart Frost again this
seems almost at a Stand
Evening. So long a Continuance of cold scarce ever known.” On 20 March his
entry was, “The cold and severe Weather with daily Frosts and cold Winds from
No flowers whatever but Crocus’s and Snowdrops
N.E.N. (six) still continue
to be seen and they not above half open and even few of them. Beans and Peas
scarce out of Ground yet and what do appear above Ground very Yellow and
Sickly.” He still referred to snow and very cold weather on 29 March adding,
“What a dreadful cold Winter have we had and so very long and still continues
on. By much the coldest and largest Winter I ever knew yet.” With a cutting
E.N.E. wind on 30 March, it was freezing indoors during the morning, and he
speculated whether the morning and the day “have not been as cold and severe
.

.

as

any

this

.

.

.

.

Year yet.”
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There seemed to be no let up. On 2 April he complained of the death of
plants in the garden, “What a dismal, dreary Aspect have we at present.”
Stock were suffering from the scarcity of fodder. The diary entries continue in
the same vein. On 4 April there was a freezing wind and his pond was covered
with ice all day, “altho’ we had some sun ... All kinds of Garden Stuff, except
Potatoes that have been well covered and in the ground are almost all gone
dead.” The potatoes that had been dug up and stored in the house had been
ruined by the frost. Some improvement occurred on 6 April, but much the same
cold, damp and “very dirty” weather continued until 10 April which he found a
little warmer. Though he wrote on 1 3 April, “1 am in great hopes now of our
soon
enjoying more pleasant Weather and warmer ...” it did not warm significantly

wind having been in the easterly quarter” for a long very
long time” (16 April). Heavy rain (19 April) made it so that ploughing for the
barley crop was impeded the next day, and on 21 April he wrote, “Pray God!
send us more favourable Weather.” The first half of May remained cold. One of
his neighbours was “greatly distressed for Food for his Sheep and Cattle, the
Season continues very cold and wet that Nothing scarce grows yet. No Hay
almost to be got for Love or Money.” (6 May) and even on 23 May, a cold windy
day, “the vegetation (was) very sluggish.”
until 19 April, the

The sequence of months November 1798 to May 1800, except June 1799,
were all to a greater or lesser degree below the 1698-1950 average in Central
England. Woodforde frequently reported cold conditions in East Anglia even
in June 1799. On 13 June he observed, “Very little Sunshine indeed for the Season.
Grass for Cattle very scarce and very short. It is dry, but a cold N.N.E. wind
prevails much. All kinds of vegetables very scarce and dear. Our Peas are just
now in bloom. Scarce ever known so late a Season for things.” Much the same
cold sunless weather persisted until 17 June, and on this day and on 23 June
because of the cold he had a fire in his study.

Though not a mild winter 1799/1800 was vastly better than that of the
preceding year. There was little mention of cold in October, November or until
18 December when the first snow was recorded. Considerable snow fell on 19
December, it was freezing indoors on Christmas Day, with hard frost and snow
showers on the next day. Fortunately the snow cover protected the growing
winter wheat from frost damage. The pond froze sufficiently on 31 December to
bear a person’s weight. 1 January was freezing indoors, but January and February
were not severely cold. 17 January “a fine day indeed for the Season” caused
him to comment, “I hope it is not a Weather breeder as it (a fine winter’s day) is
called here.” There was a mild break at the end of January. The second half of
February was affected by cold E.N.E. winds with dry frosty weather, drying up
the soil but retarding vegetation and destroying the early setting of peas and
beans (28 February). During the 1799/1800 winter westerly winds over Britain
were much less frequent than normal and both London and Edinburgh had a
strong development of easterlies (Brooks and Hunt 1933). Cold frosty weather
continued until a slight warming about 1 1 March, but March was cold from the
nineteenth until the end of the month. The E.N.E. winds gave “very cold dry
barren weather.” The wall fruit trees blossomed late and vegetation was “very
slow indeed” (26 March). However, the weather picked up in April, and he was
able to record on 24 April, “Very fine seasonable Weather indeed everything
in vegetation grows very fast ... as fine a Barley Sowing as ever was known.”

—
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He was

able to cut one of his hot-bed cucumbers 1 1 May, but that day and the
next were cold with a bitter E.N.E. wind. Despite everything 16 May was “mild
delightful weather for vegetation, Grass scarce ever known so early or so
plentiful.”

The Woodforde diary does not permit a general comment on the beginning
of the 1800/01 winter. Both on 9 and on 22 December 1800 he noted the fine open
weather for the season. There was heavy snow on the night 26/27 and 28/29
December but, although 30 December had a hard frost, it was “fine cheery
Weather.” January 1801 was not very cold and closed on the last day with fine,
mild weather which continued into the first week of February. On 5 February
the bees were “quite brisk,” crocus and snowdrops were in full bloom and
gooseberries were in leaf. Between 12 and 18 February, however, it was frosty
and snowy. Individual days in March were cold, whilst April tended to be cold
with snow almost all day long on 12 April..
The first cold weather of the 1801/2 winter was a sharp frost on 6 November
with inch thick ice on water about the place. From 22 November to the end of
the month there was cold weather and there was a hard frost on 18 December
and snow on 31 December, but neither month was very cold. Thereafter the
first half of January 1802 was cold almost every day and reached its severest on
16 January when the frost was “more & more severe. The Milk in the Dairy froze
The Meat bought by the
tho’ the Window covered with Woollen apron
butcher had to be thawed by the fire. It felt like Pieces of Wood and sounded as
much when put on the Table.” This was practically the end of any severe winter.
A thaw set in on 17 January and continued to the next day. In the second week of
February there was a quantity of snow on 7, 8 and 14 February, but it did not
appear to persist. 26 March experienced very fine weather and by 5 April he
recorded, “Vegetation in great forwardness to-day. Our Apricot-Tree full indeed
of fruit, all set and I think now out of danger.” Such forecasts are dangerous to
make in Britain. Although April was generally a favourable month, there were
snow and hail storms on 12 and 13 April and it was very cold. With a sharp
cutting north-east wind on 30 April, the “Vegetation (was) rather at a Stand”
Cold Weather had a final fling in May with a hard frost and quite thick ice on
15 May. The next day “The Weather (was) uncommonly cold with much snow
about Noon ...” Still on 25 May, “the vegetation goes slowly, strong easterly
Wind prevails”, but a fine June followed and the diary entry for 5 June was,
“Very fine Weather indeed ... All Vegetation in the highest State of Growth and
appearance of Great Crops of Grain etc.”
.

.

.

In general the two decades, 1780s and 1790s were cold in England. The
1780s was the colder decade of the two, though individual months, notably
January 1795, in the 1790s were cold. In Central England the long temperature
record showed that the winters and springs of 1799* and 1795 were especially
severe. Cold winter and spring seasons were characteristic of 1783, 1784, 1785,
1786, 1789 and 1797, whilst mild seasons included 1787, 1788, 1790, 1791, 1794,
1796, 1798 and 1801. In addition the December to February periods of 1780,
1792, 1800 and 1802 and the springs of 1782 and 1793 were cold. It is also of
interest to note that London over the years 1794-1810 displayed a remarkable
preponderance of easterly resultant winds (Brooks and Hunt 1933). Winds at
*

The year

listed is that including the

January.
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London changed from more

westerly and zonal to

more southerly and

less

zonal

over the period 1787-1800.

Summer
The

seasons and the agricultural calendar of the period 1782-1802.

late spring,

summer or autumn temperatures

are of economic significance

since in the eighteenth century agricultural prosperity

was in several respects
to-day. Earliness or lateness of season and the
timing of the harvest are in part related to the temperatures of the growing season.
With the exception of May in the 1791-1800 decade, all the decadal monthly

more weather

sensitive than

it is

means in Central England for April to August for the decades 1781-90 and 17911800 were warmer than the means for the same months for the long period
1698-1950.

Woodforde provides far
summer months than he does

information on thermal conditions in the
for the colder seasons of the year. It is possible,
therefore, only to identify the more extreme characteristics.
less

Diary entries point to the hot June to August spell in 1783. Woodforde
recorded very hot weather on 5, 25 and 26 June and on 28 July he observed,
“This has been the hottest day this year and I believe the hottest I ever felt
many say the same.” Indeed no other July from 1697 to the present has been
warmer in Central England. It is of interest that Woodforde observed the hazy
conditions and reddish sun (25 June, 13 July). Such characteristics were observed
in the same period elsewhere in England and part of Europe and were the result
of volcanic eruptions in the eastern Mediterranean and the spread of dust
north and north-west.

The next summer for which any picture can be derived from the diary is
Woodforde noted that 20 June was “very cold indeed for the time of year.”
He then went on a summer visit to Wiltshire (8 July to 23 October). The day he
1793.

he found intensely hot, and on 10 July he noted, “We have not had for
years such a continuation of warm Weather as of late.” He was still
experiencing hot weather on 2 August, “We have not had so warm a Summer
for many Years as this seems to promise.” No further details are available for
the rest of August. The Central England record shows that July 1973 was moderately above the long term average and the hottest July since the hot July of 1783.
July 1794 was also hot in Central England but except for a reading from his
thermometer of 102°F (7 July; the thermometer must have been directly in the
travelled

many

sun’s rays)

Woodforde provides no comment.

April to June 1798 the Central England temperature were well above
average. In East Anglia garden crops and hay making were easy
period
the long
and many of the diary entries indicate fair weather though with no indication of
the warmth of the period. He did report that it was very hot on 28 and 29 June
and described 8 July as hot. He complained of the heat on 1 1 and 21 to 23 August,
The heat of the weather makes me very lanon the 21 August remarking, “.
guid.” East Anglia seems to have experienced a longer continuation of the
summer heat than further west where August was only slightly warmer than
normal. On 17 September Woodforde recorded “Very fine Weather still continues, scarce ever known such a long continuance of so remarkable fine weather
and again on 27 September he wrote “The Autumnal Rains seem now (to be)

From

.

.

.

.

.

coming on. For the
that

I

ever

knew

in

few month we have had the finest and
life to the best of my knowledge.”

last

my
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fairest

Weather

The Central England record shows the 1799 summer as unseasonably cool,
but in Woodforde’s diary after the cold June there is little information about
July and August. 6 and 7 July were hot but thereafter the summer seems to have
been wet, for instance the entry for 3 August, “It has rained more or less ever
since St. Swithin” (15 July). On 3 September he wrote of the damage by the late
winds and rain to his wheat, though it seems to have been fine since 25 August
and the rest of September was favourable for harvesting.
of 1800 was very dry and warm. Woodforde commented particularly on the heat from 30 July on. On that day he wrote, “Very
fine Weather still continues and very hot” and on 2 August, “Very fair and very
hot indeed, Thermometer about Noon in the Study with Window open up to
Afternoon still hotter Thermom.
No. 100 without any Sun in the Room
up to 102.” It was dry and hot on 7, 8 and 10 August, whilst he recorded on 13
August “The same dry and hot Weather prevails”. It was also hot the next day.
In 1801 both July and August seemed to have had some warm weather, but it
appears to have been a fine rather than hot spell with hot conditions being
identified only on 23 August. In contrast for 1802 the impression given by
the diary was of a cool July. He wrote of people using their winter cloths on
11 July and of himself having a fire in his study “it being quite cold” on 15 July.
In Central England this July was the coldest for any of those in the period covered
In contrast the

summer

.

by the

.

.

diary.

In attempting to reconstruct the pattern of summer warmth some assistance
given from descriptions of the state and conditions of the harvest. Table 3
assembles the somewhat incomplete details Woodforde provided on his farming
calendar. No comment is available unfortunately for many of the hay or grain
is

harvests.

Woodforde completed his 1785
England
generally
August and September were
harvest by 14 September. In
wet and the harvest was late (Jones 1964). After a week of wet weather prior to
20 August Woodforde managed to get his harvest in late but without too great
difficulty. On 25 September 1789 he was able to write “Scarce ever known a
more plentiful Harvest in Norfolk and elsewhere. The June of 1790 was wet and
we read the entry (12 July), “Very ticklish weather still for haymaking.” Despite
“delightful harvest weather” (25 August) the rest of the harvest had unsettled
weather and was still in progress on 8 September. On the other hand the 1794
harvest was very favourable, he took only 20 days to complete it and this was the
earliest date of any harvest. With a fine dry August the 1796 harvest started well.
He began cutting early and by 27 August most of it had been carried. However
rain showers then delayed completion until 10 September. He gave no completion dates for the 1797 grain or hay harvests, but he did observe on 21 August
“Rather ticklish Weather for the Harvest (similar conditions were experienced
on other parts of England). Rain almost every Day”. Dry spells in the first half
of the year facilitated the gathering of the 1798 hay harvest, whilst, despite a wet
July, August turned out hot and fine. On 24 August he recorded “Delightful
Harvest weather still continues” and on 25 August “All our Corn safely lodged
in the Barn. The finest and shortest Harvest I ever remembered I think.” It was
also favourable elsewhere in England. Although he commented on 3 July 1799
that the weather was good for the early hay, rain from the middle of July led
him to write on 25 July “Very casualty Weather for the hay.” On 3 August he

The

first

entry of interest indicated that
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TABLE
The

calendar at

agricultural

Weston

3

Longeville,

Norfolk,

1778-1802.

ALL
HARVEST

SOWING
SOWING WINTER
YEAR

BARLEY

WHEAT

WHEAT COMPL-

CARRY- CUTCUTTING ING
TING

HAR-

ETED

HAY

VEST

INCL-

COM-

UDING

WHEAT

HAY

GENERAL COMMENTS

PLETED OATS &
BARLEY

Aug

1778

Record incomplete

17

1779

Record incomplete

1780

Record incomplete

Aug

1781

6

very early harvest

Away from Norfolk

1782

Nov

1783

Hay good

July 4

1

1784

Sep 4
June 30

1785

1786

July 3

July

Aug

Difficult

Sep 14 Wet

18

after

wet Aug.

mid Aug.

Away from Norfolk

11

Sep 24 Wet early Sept.

1787

Aug

1788

18

Aug

29 Sep 2

Easy harvest

By
1789

Apr 22

Sep

Aug
Aug

July 8

1790

Before

27

1

5

September wet

After

Good

Sep

early

8

Hay

26

1791

June 20 June 29 completed

1791

June 26 July 6

August, wet

September
difficult

Fine Grain harvest

No

grain harvest

details

1793

Apr

Away from Norfolk

1

1794
1795

June 2

1796

June 29

Aug

21 Exc.

grain

harvest

Away from Norfolk
Haymaking

Aug

Sep 10 impeded

18

Wet August
and September

1997

1798

June 20 June 28 Aug 6

1799

July 3

After
July 16 Sept 2

Aug
Sep

25 Early harvest

Wet

1

late harvest

Delayed
1800

July 8

Aug

14

June 26

Aug

11

Sep

1

1

grain harvest

Good
1801

Apr 24

Oct

8

Aug

19

Aug

31 harvest weather

Fine
1802

Sep 2

June 25 July 14
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harvest weather

noted that it had “rained more or less ever since St. Swithin”, and on 20 August
the “Harvest very backward indeed this Year. Very few Farmers indeed have
begun yet, none as I know of in our Parish.” Though he had cut some oats earlier,
he did not commence cutting his wheat until 2 September. Fortunately the
September weather improved so that he could record (7 September) “Most
delightful Harvest Weather thank God still continues & have all the last week.”
Despite a generally fine September (drier it would appear than in much of England) the later stages of the harvest were wet. The entry for 7 October reads,
“Very indifferent Weather for the (remaining) Harvest. A great deal of Wheat
still out in our Parish. All kinds of Grain likely to be very dear indeed.” His
forecast was confirmed, for instance on 25 February 1800 the entry was, “The
Price of Wheat being so very dear (£6 per quarter; a price also reached in
December 1795). At present occasions very great grumbling amongst the Poor.”
1800 promised well. On 16 May he wrote “Grass scarce ever known so early
or so plentiful.” Growing conditions were favourable for grass and grain alike.
The first half of August was hot and dry, but the weather changed to become wet
and difficult, carrying of the harvest was impeded, grain grew out in the fields
and the harvest was finally completed on 1 1 September. Wheat prices continued
high attaining “an enormous price” (£7.10.0 per quarter) on 31 January 1801.
Good weather in early June helped his 1801 hay making and it was “very well
made” by 26 June, “It makes very little Show but smells like a Violet.” The
grain harvest was also good, “I think 1 never knew such fine Weather during any
Harvest” (24 August). He carried some of his second crop of clover grass on
31 August, but because of the drought “we were obliged to feed our stock with
some of our 2nd crop clover.” Favourable farming conditions contributed to his
entry (25 October), “Price of All kinds Meat and Grain coming down”. 1802 also
had a favourable late August and early September ”... finer harvest weather
scarce ever known” (2 September).

The Pattern of

rainfall

England and Wales in general were drier than the normal (based on the 1881-1915
mean. Nicholas and Glasspole 1931) in the 1780s decade, but marginally above
in the next decade. 1800 to 1802 were also below the normal. Over the years covered by Woodforde’s diary England had 9 years above normal, but only 1782,
1789, 1792 and 1797 were markedly wetter. The most marked dry years were
1780 and 1788. Generally East Anglia shared these experiences but some discrepancies appear. Woodforde’s diary only permits the identification of the
general characteristics of the particular and usually extreme seasons or spells
of weather. He makes more comment about dry conditions and generally records
little of wet weather except when it affected harvesting activities. The floods he
described were mainly those resulting from a rapid thaw of heavy snow.
observed on 30 March 1779 “ ... we have had no settled Rain for any
time for almost 2 years last past.” In 1779 dry fine weather had persisted from
the start of the year. In England January to March 1779 were exceptionally dry.
The diary does not enable one to evaluate the conditions in 1782 which was wet
elsewhere. In England February was generally wet (at Kew it was extremely wet,
Wales-Smith 1971 and 1973) and the diary entry of 7 February, “Very wet season
indeed every Day Rain, my Garden almost covered with Water every Ditch
brim full”, clearly suggests the East Anglian experience was similar. The next

He

—
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indication of the rainfall was given by the entry of 8 May 1785 (after a dry
spring) “I prayed for Rain this morning ... it being much wanted especially the
lent crops of Barley etc.” On 17 May he noted “most gracious and gentle Rain

most part of the Day
Rain was greatly wanted in these parts. The Barley
could not get out of Ground before the late sown.” In England a sequence of
dry or very dry months occurred from December 1784 to June 1785, with March,
April and May 1785 being driest. By themselves little can be gleaned from
Woodforde’s diary for the years 1786-91. 1788 was the driest year at Kew in the
period of the diary and the driest since 1743 (slightly below 1781). For the composite England record one must go back to 1731 to find a drier year. Yet Woodforde made no comment. Indeed we find (6 January and 1 March 1788) remarks
about the wetness of the land and entries of heavy rain (9 January and 1 March).
Though the easterly wind of March would have been dry, there was considerable
rain on 20 and 23 March. 1788 experienced a number of heavy thunderstorms
which should have kept the monthly totals up, for example 7 May, 18 June and
19 August. On the 20 September it rained “pouring from 4 this Afternoon all
night” so that the wet conditions prevented people going to Church on the
following day. December recorded a great deal of snow on 3, 21 (“most part of
the day”), 28 and small snow on 3 December. The evidence, such as it is suggests
that East Anglia did not have such a dry period as elsewhere. Kew indeed received
no precipitation in the December 1788. The diary permits no comment on 1789
and little on 1790. However February 1790 (the driest at Kew since 1697) was a
very fine sunny month in East Anglia, but Woodforde made no comment about
March 1790 which was also very dry at Kew.
.

.

.

1

On 24 August 1791 Woodforde was writing “Rain much wanted for (the)
Turnips etc. and almost all the Ponds and Dykes very nearly dry”. In this case
East Anglia would seem to have had drier conditions than other parts of England. In an otherwise wet year November 1792 in England was dry and the diary
entry of 2 December is in accord with this, “Very dry. Roads almost as dry as
Midsummer.” In England generally, and at Kew in particular, June 1794 was
the driest June over the years 1778-1802, but it may well have been that the very
heavy rainfall of 14 June associated with a severe two-hour thunderstorm at
Weston Longeville could have modified the local record. On 7 November 1794
his comment, “So much rain falling of late have raised the waters higher than
have been known for many years” confirms the wetness of October and November elsewhere in England.
After the prolonged cold of early 1795 Woodforde complained (28 May),
“We have had no Rain to signify the last six weeks. Every thing wanted Rain
in short”. May 1795 was the driest May elsewhere over the 1778-1802 sequence
and indeed the driest of the eighteenth century at Kew.
as the coldness of the spring 1797 caused the late
start of growth, but the diary entries suggest that East Anglia, like other parts of

The dryness

as

much

England, had an above average May and June rainfall. The harvest difficulties
of August 1797 would seem to indicate its wetness, but the diary gives no clear
hint of the wet September experienced elsewhere. A long spell of fine mild weather
from the start of 1798 was associated with a run of 6 drier than average months
great drought prein England. On 3 May 1798 Woodforde recorded, “A very
June yielded wel21
on
vails at present. Rain much wanted.” A thunderstorm
come rain “after so long a continuance of dry Weather”. On 2 July a “Flying
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shower of rain (was) very acceptable indeed after so long a Drought.” July
turned out to be a wet month. August and September 1799 were extremely wet
in England generally (though less so at Kew) and East Anglia to some extent was
similar. Woodforde noted on 3 August that it had rained more or less daily
ever since 15 July and the harvest difficulties have been remarked up already.
His entry of 11 September, “Uncommonly fine Weather indeed we have had for
the last 6 weeks past” seems out of harmony with the other information.
December 1799, very dry elsewhere, seems to have been less dry in East Anglia
with 5 days of snow including “much snow” on 19 December. July 1800 was
another dry month in England (Kew had no rain at all) and a number of diary
entries indicate this, for instance on 29 July, “All People must every where wish
for Rain especially these parts of the Kingdom”. Dry weather continuing into
August caused a scarcity of pasture and farmers were forced to use their recently
cut hay for their store cattle. On 13 August he noted, “Shrubs are wilting.” but
on 19 August and on subsequent days there was much welcomed rain. After a fine
dry August 1801, heavy rainstorms in September recovered the balance, though
from the diary it cannot be ascertained whether the month was as wet as the
composite England record suggested. Kew did not receive excessive rainfall in
September 1801. He complained of the high level of water in February 1802 due,
it appears, to snow melt and heavy rain: On 21 February he observed, “the
Lands glutted with Rain”. The final entries in the diary emphasize the dryness of
September 1802 in East Anglia, “Rain greatly wanted at the present time
especially in this County which is almost burnt up” (19 September), “No
appearance of Rain” (1 October) and “Dry Weather still continues” (2 October).
Other weather and related phenomena
provide other useful comparative weather data. He recorded a
buildings and caused him to sit up through part
or all of the night. These can be listed: 1 January 1779, 12 February 1781,,
12 March 1782, 16 June 1785, 14 December 1786, 23 and 31 October 1789
25 December 1790, 8, 17 January and 1 February 1791, 23 December 1792,
3 March 1793, 25 January, 16 October and 6 November 1795, 30 May and 3 June
1796, 21 January 1801. The list does not reveal any distinctive pattern.
It is difficult to

number of gales which damaged

On 1 January 1779 in the early hours there was “a most dreadful storm of
wind with Hail and Snow.” It continued all day until the evening damaging the
barn and the roof and windows of the church so that it could not be used until
19 February. In the N.N.E. gale of 31 October 1779 there was loss of life and of
shipping at Yarmouth. On 15 December 1790 he compared the strength of the
wind as almost as high as 1 January 1779. The gale of 1 February 1791 about
noon he described as “hurricaneous”
the Wind shook the house terribly and
quite frightened us as it did all Afternoon and Night and continued so till three
in the Morning and all of us but the Boy sat up till that.”
.

.

.

—

3

Thunderstorms are tabulated (Table 2). A few diary comments are of interest.
August 1797, “Thunder Storms almost every day for some last past ... In

many

Weston Longeville) it hath been very dreadful indeed. Many
and much damage done Almost every day for the last 3 Weeks we

places (not

lives lost

—

have had tempests”.
1

July also struck

A

thunderstorm which affected many parts of England on

Weston

Longeville.
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A common
of the

was the recording of the date
sighting of the swallow. Woodforde provided a number of such

first

feature of diaries of the period

dates: 21 April 1782, 23 April 1790, 3 May 1791, 23 April 1792, 17 April 1793,
15 April 1797, 6 May 1799, 29 April 1801 and 19 April 1802.

Other miscellaneous entries include the hailstorm of 31 May 1782 which
caused great destruction to the corn at Weston Longeville and hail “the size of
bullets” broke his windows and collected to the depth of 12 inches in the fields.
Aurorae were observed on 13 and 31 October 1787 (a month of very high
sunspots) and there was a solar eclipse (2 April 1791) and two lunar eclipses
(10 September 1783 and 22 October 1790).
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AND THE WEATHER OF

BIRDS

J.

1784

A. Kington

Climatic Research Unit, School of Environmental Sciences, University
of East Anglia

During the preparation of a
1780s

many

series of historical daily

weather charts for the

natural history references, including reports

movements of

birds,

on the

arrival

and

have been found in source material being used primarily

its meteorological content. It may be of interest to discuss these ornithological
observations with reference to the actual weather situations which can now be
synoptically interpreted on a daily basis from the weather maps being constructed. Both for reasons of meteorological interest and the availability of a number of
ornithological reports from several locations in the British Isles and western
Europe, 1784 has been chosen for the following discussion.

for

The year opened during a spell of very cold weather. Wintry conditions had
already become established during the latter part of December 1783: on Christmas Day a broad belt of snow and sleet occurred in a very cold ESE’ly airstream

warm

which extended eastwards across southern
England into northeast France from a deep and vigorous depression over southwest England. Apart from a few brief and temporary thaws, very cold weather
with frequent snow continued throughout January and the first three weeks of
February 1784. During this period the British Isles and much of Europe became
covered with a deep and heavily drifted layer of snow heavy falls of snow were
recorded over low ground as far south as Provence. Rivers, lakes and shallow
coastal waters became frozen over or affected by ice. The effect on wild animals
and birds became evident with many of them becoming desperate enough to seek
food and shelter in more vulnerable districts near villages and towns. Many birds
perished: in both England and France blackbirds and thrushes were reported to
be greatly reduced in numbers and in Provence it was also observed that many
grosbeaks, swans and bustards had perished in the severe weather. The scarcity
of game-birds in the following September was to be attributed to the very cold

to the north of a

frontal zone

;

and snowy conditions of

On

this winter.

and 9 January a col was located over England with calm or light and
variable winds, occasional snow and patches of freezing fog. At Selborne in
Hampshire wild-duck and wild-geese were sighted by Gilbert White on the
stream near the village and much wild-fowl was reported on the lakes in the
nearby forest. A grey or hooded crow, a species which is usually found in more
open country or near the coast, was shot near the village on the 9th. This was
only the third occasion that Gilbert White had seen this species at Selborne. On
30 January two long-billed curlews, one of which was shot, were sighted at
Selborne. This species which normally winters on estuaries and mud-flats had
only been seen now and then at Selborne in very long spells of cold and frosty
weather. Before the time of binoculars and cameras birds were often shot for
identification purposes as well as for sport. Pochard and woodcock were also
shot on 30 January at Nacton on the Orwell estuary below Ipswich. With an
anticyclone off southwest Ireland it was very cold and frosty on this day over
southeast England in light NNW’ly winds; although sunny periods occurred
8

snow showers in coastal areas. Wild-fowl,
Nacton throughout January and February.

inland there were occasional

and waders were shot

at
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divers

The long

spell of very cold weather began to give way on 20
February when
SW’ly airstream began to be advected over western districts of the British
Isles and France. The great thaw of melted snow
and ice which took place in the
following week caused widespread flooding in low-lying regions
of England and

a mild

France.

The first swallows to arrive in southern France in 1784 were sighted at Arles
on 13 March in a moderate SE’ly wind. During the preceding three days
there
had been a rise of pressure over central France which had led to the formation
of an anticyclone over the Massif Central and moderate to fresh Mistral
condi-

However the wind pattern was virtually reversed on 13 March
with a depression off Brittany and high pressure over Italy. The S to SW’ly
winds
up to at least 2000 to 3000 ft. over the western Mediterranean would now have
favoured the northward migration of swallows into southern France from
North Africa (Fig. 1). Any further migratory flights northward over France were
tions in Provence.

probably curtailed by disturbed weather conditions: a depression was located
over the Bay of Biscay from the 14th to 15th and from the 16th to 20th a vigorous
frontal depression giving cyclonically variable winds, snow, rain and thunderstorms moved ENE from northern Spain across west and central districts of
France into central Europe. After a quiet period from the 21st to 23rd with light
and variable winds, a mild SW’ly airstream was advected over France from the
24th with the wind flow pattern being particularly intense on the 26th. However,
during the 26th and 27th the mild conditions over northeast France were replaced
by a cold NE’ly airstream. This series of meteorological events would seem to
explain the arrival of swallows over Montdidier in Picardy and Arras in Artois
on 26 and 27 March in overcast skies and near freezing conditions with a NE’ly
wind and occasional wintry precipitation. The two or three swallows seen at
Arras were flying over fish-ponds near the town.
After this unpromising start, swallows became less rare at Arras on 9 April
first swallow was seen at Selborne on the same day. With a col situated
over the southern North Sea the weather was dry with sunny periods and light
and variable winds over northern France and southern England. Ten days later
on the 19th a SW'ly airstream giving occasional rain and drizzle covered England
and the arrival of swallows was recorded at Stratton Strawless near Norwich
by the Norfolk naturalist Robert Marsham. This was about the normal date of
their arrival at this site in East Anglia.

and the

is regarded as an indication of spring
were observed in flight in clear skies over Spydberg in southeast
Norway on 5 April. This was the first day in over a month that the temperature
at midday had risen above freezing point at this site. With a trough extending
south from a depression over Iceland and an anticyclone over Denmark the
winds at 2000 to 3000 ft. over the southern North Sea were SSW’ly and would
have favoured spring migration flights into southern Norway from eastern England, the Low Countries and northern France (Fig. 2).

In Scandinavia the arrival of starlings

and

in 1784 they

woodcocks were observed in flight by Gilbert White at
suggested that if any of these birds were seen during the spring it
was probably on their return to the east coast after a winter spent in the west:
the winds over southern England from 18 to 28 April were generally W’ly. The
very cold winter of 1784 would probably have caused many resident and winter
visitors to seek less severe quarters in western districts of the British Isles.
During

Selborne.

late April

He
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On 15 April martins were first sighted at Arles in a light SW’ly wind. With a
depression over the Bay of Biscay and high pressure over Italy the synoptic
situation was remarkably similar to the one when swallows were first sighted at
the same site on 13 March (Fig. 1) and would appear to represent a preferred
wind flow pattern for the passage of summer migrants into southern France
from North Africa.
arrival of swallows at Stockholm was also recorded in 1784 and again
event gains significance when related to the prevailing meteorological
situation.
trough moved ENE across Denmark and southern Scandinavia
from 11 to 13 May, At Stockholm occasional snow occurred in a cold SE’ly late
on the 12th and during the morning of the 13th, when fog was also reported.
However, during the afternoon the wind veered to W’ly and swallows were first
sighted under cloudy but dry skies. On the following day the full effect of a
broad W’ly airstream covering the British Isles, North Sea and southern Scandi-

The

this

A

navia was felt at Stockholm when the temperature at midday rose to 14°C,
nine degrees higher than on the previous day. With temperatures remaining
mostly between 15° to 18°C for the rest of May the newly arrived swallows over
southern Scandinavia were evidently more fortunate with the persistence of
warmer conditions than those which had appeared over northern France seven

weeks before.
Although the spring of 1784 was very retarded the weather
rapidly became very warm in an anticyclonic spell from 13 to 26 May. Gilbert
White observed in his journal:
“Such
which

is

the vicissitudes of matters where weather

last

month was unusually backward,

is

now

is concerned; that the spring,
forward.”

The rapid change of the seasons seems

to have affected the activity of larvae and
an abundance of caterpillars and cockchafers was reported in Artois,
Picardy and Burgundy during May. Many trees were completely stripped of their
leaves by the ravages of these insects. Fine anticyclonic weather also occurred
over northern Britain during early June and, as in France during May, an
abundance of caterpillars and other larvae were reported in east Scotland.
Perhaps the very cold weather in the earlier part of the year had upset the normal
feeding habits of birds so as to give rise to this upsurge of activity in the insect
world over a wide area of Europe.
insects:

The weather situation over Europe in the autumn of 1784 may also have
been pertinent to the movement and arrival of winter migrants over England
and northern France. From the end of September to 18 October an anticyclone
moved slowly over southern Scandinavia and the southern North Sea. The
northeast to east winds which occurred along the southern boundary of this
persistent high pressure system would have favoured large-scale migratory
flights of winter visitors westward across England and northern France. For
example, after a dry and sunny day with a NE to E’ly wind woodcocks were seen
in the woodlands near Selborne on the evening of 1 October. In similar weather
robins appeared at Arras on 17 and 18 October and redwings were sighted on
Selborne common on 23 October.
Later in the year large numbers of wild-geese and swans were seen in flight
over Arras on 12 to 15 December. Large-scale movements of wild-fowl at this
time of the year were regarded as heralding the onset of wintry conditions. This
142

indeed was the situation for wintry
showers and continuous snow with drifting
ad already occurred earlier in the month,
and

from the 12th to 17th N to NE’ly
winds associated with a large and complex
area of low pressure over the Continental mamhnd brought further
heavy falls of snow with drifting over France
and the British Isles.

And so

the year ended as it had begun during
a spell of very cold and snowy
weather with birds taking whatever instinctive
precautions were left open to
them for survival in an inhospitable environment.

fig.

1

Synoptic weather

Arrow

indicates

map

for 13

March 1784

at 14h

A —Arles

wind direction over western Mediterranean
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It is

hoped

logical reports

that

from the examples given

in this brief discussion the ornitho-

made by

eighteenth-century observers can be seen to gain signiagainst the background of the synoptic
weather situations that are being obtained from the series of daily historical
weather charts from 1780 onwards.
ficance

fig 2

when assembled and viewed

indicates

map

S— Spydberg
wind direction over southern North Sea

Synoptic weather

Arrow

for 5 April 1784 at 14h
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SOME STUDIES
P.

IN

THE ECOLOGY OF SALT PANS

R. Banham, Field Study Centre, Wells-Next-The-Sea.

Introduction

The area of study

consists of some 40 square metres of salt marsh including two
pans, near the western end of the eleven-kilometre stretch of marsh one
of the longest left in Western Europe which runs from Wells to Blakeney on the

—

salt

—

North Norfolk

Warham

coast.

The

exact location

is

at

TF

931439, just East of the Wells/

boundary.

The two

pans, separated by a strip of marsh about two metres wide, are of
The westernmost, referred to below as the “control” pan, is
an interrupted creek, while the other, referred to as the drained pan, is a residual
one assumed to have been there since the formation of the marsh. The salt marsh
different types.

here

is

and would no doubt be
Marsh”.

stable, or at least evolving extremely slowly,

classified

by

Chapman

(1934) as “General Salt

The objective was to make a close study of this piece of marsh, both in its
natural state and modified experimentally, considering physiographical, botanical
and zoological aspects. The zoological aspect has been perhaps the least rewarding; the possible reasons for this are discussed later.
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The Study up

to the end of 1972.

This particular spot was chosen because the residual pan, roughly circular in
shape, was within two metres of a minor tidal creek, but had apparently never
been connected with it. It seemed an ideal place to study an artificially modified
marsh environment, so, with the permission of the Nature Conservancy, who
administer the Holkham National Nature Reserve in which the marsh lies, the
pan was emptied on the 30th May 1970, by digging an approximately 20 cm wide
channel to the adjacent creek. The channel was made slightly serpentine in shape,
mainly for aesthetic reasons (nothing is straight on a salt marsh!) The effect of
this modification, of course, is to change the mud at the bottom of the pan from
a more or less permanently submerged state to one in which is is only occasionally
submerged, and then only for a few hours at the most.

The drained pan had been one which dried out only occasionally in its
natural state, in times of prolonged mid-summer drought. Equinoctial spring
tides regularly kept it topped up, and the mud normally remained wet during
the winter solsticial spring tides, though this may have been due as much to rain
water as to the sea. There are other pans nearby which dry out regularly; the
reason for this difference is not clear, but it may be connected with some variation
in the porosity of the mud. There are also examples of pans which have become
drained by presumably natural changes, such as the cutting back of creeks; these
are dealt with at greater length below.

1

Physiographical changes

to study plant recolonisation of the mud it
be of some interest to record the physical development of the mud itself.
The weather was predominantly warm and dry in the weeks following the cutting
of the drainage channel. By the 3rd June 1970— i.e. only four days after emptying
the surface of the mud had begun to crack. Four weeks later the cracks had
widened considerably, the mud having assumed the general appearance that it
kept until 1972. The main subsequent change has been less obvious, but probably
more significant; the relatively hard tops of each polygon of mud are being undercut. By April 1972 a cross-section through these polygons would have looked

Although the main intention was

may

—

like this:

Marsh

Hard

surface

I

r

TTTj """"'iLT
Wet

fig.

1

:

Section through

Mud

Polygons
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Accretion

Mud accretion since 1970, if any, has been so slight as to escape detection. When
a hole was dug on the adjoining marsh to examine the substrate, the original
plant layer was replaced in squares; a year later the plants were flourishing, but
the gaps between each square had not filled at all. It should perhaps be pointed
out that the area under study is about 1.5 kilometres from the beach and 5

kilometres from the open sea, so
by the tides is minimal.

it is

likely that the

amount of mud brought

in

Salinity

Several checks on the water from the “control” pan, shortly after it has been
covered by the tide, have given a figure of 34% 0 so it is assumed that this represents a standard salinity for this part of the North Sea. Salinity is determined by
titration with silver nitrate at a concentration of 27.25 g per litre, with potassium
dichromate as the end-point indicator.
,

Tests of water from various pans near the study area during the periods of
hot weather and absence of marsh-covering tides have given results as high as
of rain the previous day, the
42%0 while on the 30th June, 1970, after 19

mm

,

figure

was down

On

to

9% 0

.

the 1st June 1972 an attempt was

made

to establish

tion in the salinity of mud taken from different parts
sample was taken from the centre and another from the
in its wet coherent state, was broken down with 250m.
of the resulting mixture was filtered and boiled away;
Table 1.

TABLE

Weight of beaker
from 10 g of mud
Weight of

Grams

there

is

any varia-

1

Relative salinity of Centre and

Weight of beaker

if

of the drained pan. A
edge; lOOg of each, still
of distilled water. 25ml
the results are given in

Edge of Drained Pan

EDGE

CENTRE

89.53 g

87.54 g

89.76 g

87.76 g

0.23 g

0.22 g

2.3

2.2

-f salts derived

salts

of salts per 100 g wet

mud

g

g

2 Plant Ecology

a very small part of the
extensive stretch of General Salt Marsh forming the mainland side of the WellsBlakeney salt marsh. In our immediate section, which is roughly 0.8km E-W by

As mentioned

in the introduction, the study area

is

by major creeks, there are known to grow
seventeen species of flowering plants, some showing a distinct preference for the
“hummocks” (some 20cm above general marsh level), others for the lower,
wetter parts, and others reasonably tolerant of either, as shown in Table 2:

0.4km N-S, bounded on three

sides
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TABLE

2

Preferred Habitat of General Salt

Marsh Phanerogams

HUMMOCKS

flat/wet

EITHER

Sueda fruticosa Forsk

Spartina anglica

Plantago maritima

(highest marsh)

Salicornia sp. (annual)

Armeria maritima (Mill)

Festuca rubra L.

(reaching well

Agropyron pungens (Pers)

creek sides)

Roem.

&

down

Willd.

Cochlear ia anglica L.

Salicornia perennis Mill

Schult.

Artemisia mariima L.

Suaeda maritima (L) Dum.

Halimione portulacoides (L)

Aster tripolium L.

(sometimes

at

lower

L

Aell.

Limonium

levels)

Spergularia media (L)

vulgar

Mill

C. Presl.
Triglochin maritima

L

Puccinellia maritima

(Huds)

Pari.

Within the confines of the study area the species present are Salicornia
(both spp.) Suaeda maritima, Puccinellia, Limonium, Aster, Triglochin, Armeria,
Halimone and Spergularia.
:

Halimione, as usual, covers the creek edges, but there are a few specimens
around the edges of the pans. Triglochin is mainly restricted to one large plant
at the edge of the shelf between the two pans (see map) and the full-size plants
of Aster are at the northern end of the “control” pan, though very stunted plants
complete with flowers (down to 8 cm high) are scattered elsewhere. As usual on
this coast, Aster is of the variety discoideus (Rchb). Only one plant of Spergularia has been seen, in the drained pan in 1972.
Plant Colonisation of the Drained

Pan

Between the draining of the pan (30.5.70) and the following spring no plants
grew in the exposed mud of the pan bottom. From this it must be assumed that
seeds falling into the water of salt pans either die or do not germinate until the
season following the return of (apparently) suitable conditions for growth.

On the 17th March 1971, the first seedlings were seen; not more than half a
dozen were located, and were tentatively identified as Salicornia and Suaeda
maritima (from sketches by Dalby, 1970). By the end of the month, however,
all the seedlings had gone, presumably washed out by the equinoctial spring
tides. On the 11th April seedlings had appeared again, especially around the
edge under the marsh overhang. These were apparently of the same species as
in March. By this time the surrounding marsh was showing the first signs of
plant growth; leaves of Aster and large masses of seedlings of Salicornia. It is
possible that there were seedlings of other species too, but to find them would
have necessitated an extremely minute search, as no other seedlings seem to
occur in such concentration as those of Salicornia.
148

—
Further visits in April revealed a similar situation, with the addition of a
filamentous alga a very thin form of Enteromorpha intestinalis (L) Link (det.
British Museum, per K. B. Clarke)
coating the mud surface around the edge.
Most of the seedlings were still close to the periphery; the furthest in towards
the centre was at about 30 cm ( Suaeda maritima). The last forecast marsh-covering
tides were at the end of April, but in fact there was flooding on the 23rd and 24th
May, when North winds raised the tides above forecast level (large numbers of
nests of the Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus L. about 1 km to the North were

—

washed

—

out).

A

survey on the 1st June 1971, showed plants now well established in the
They were mainly on the South and West sides Salicornia and Suaeda
maritima with some Puccinellia. There were also signs of an inward growth of
Limonium from the perennial root-stock under the marsh overhang. By this time
the Armeria on the surrounding marsh was in full flower, and leaves of Limonium
pan.

were showing characteristic patches of the orange rust-fungus Uromyces limonii

(DC) Lev.

On

the 1st July the Salicornia and Suaeda plants were up to 10 cm high.
marsh,
Limonium was just beginning to flower, and odd flowers of Aster
On the
were appearing (although the main flowering period for this species is in the
autumn), generally with a few ray-florets.

By the end of the growing season there was an estimated 10-15% plant
coverage in the pan. A count on the 24th September 1971 showed that there were:
198 plants of Salicornia, up to 33

cm

high, average

40 plants of Suaeda maritima, up to 36
of the ssp. flexilis (Focke) Rouy)
5 plants

of Puccinellia

5 plants

of Aster

cm

c.

20 cm.

high (the tallest were probably

all the plants were within a 35 cm belt around the edge of the pan. Of
two
species, all but two Aster were on the West side. The Salicornia
the last
and Suaeda were pretty evenly distributed in the belt. The furthest in from the
edge were a Suaeda at 80 cm and a Salicornia at 100 cm. On the surrounding
General Salt Marsh the height of plant growth was fairly uniform at 10-15 cm,
apart from one clump of Aster at the northern end of the “control” pan which
was up to 35 cm.

Nearly

1972 Developments

A visit on the 4th February showed no new plant development, but a majority
of the dead Salicornia plants were still standing and plants of Puccinellia and
Aster seemed to be over-wintering successfully. On the marsh were many droppings of the Brent Goose Branta bernicla (L.) which no doubt contribute nitrogen
the 16th March, seedlings had
appeared, certainly Suaeda maritima, probably Salicornia, but in small numbers.
On the surrounding marsh further seedlings were found, apparently Aster and

and other

nutrients to the

marsh

plants.

Halimione.
149

By

On

the 21st

March

there were plenty of Salicornia seedlings in the cracks

and depressions in the mud, even in water to 5 mm deep, and some seedlings of
Suaeda. The Entermorpha intestinalis had appeared again, at and below the
of Scrobicularia plana da Costa, containing c.
depth of mud, there were three Salicornia seedlings surely constituting
the smallest salt marsh ever! The only perennials at this time showing any
growth on the surrounding marsh were Armeria and Aster.

level of the Salicornia. In a shell

—

3mm

After further marsh-covering tides, on the 17th April many of the seedlings
had gone, presumably washed out; the surviving ones were mainly in the cracks
between the mud polygons (now showing signs of erosion, as mentioned above).
Some Cochlearia was in flower on other parts of the marsh, but not in our immediate vicinity. Flowering heads of Triglochin were just appearing.

On June 12th 1972 it was becoming apparent that there was already evidence
of greater numbers of plants than the previous year. Salicornia covered much
more of the pan than previously, extending further out towards the centre; in
fact all over the pan apart from the patch on the East side (see Figure 2) which
was somewhat lower than the rest. Many plants of Suaeda maritima were also
present, and the Puccinellia plants (nine in number) much more obvious and
beginning to flower. A single plant of Spergularia was the first of that species
recorded in the pan.
This visit also showed that the polygons of mud were at last starting to
break up; the lowest part was already smooth perhaps the very heavy rain of
the preceding weeks had hastened the process.

—

On July 14th only one Puccinellia plant was in flower and the Spergularia
had flowered. The Aster seedlings, seen in the spring, had disappeared (tides had
covered the marsh on the preceding two or three days) but the Salicornia and
Suaeda were still much more abundant than in 1971.
End-of Season count, 5th September, 1972.
Increase over 1971
Salicornia

730

268%

120

200%

Puccinellia

8

Aster

6

60%
20%

Halimione

1

not present

Spergularia

1

not present

(mean of two counts)
Suaeda maritima
(ditto)

Levelling

To see if the plant distribution bore any relation to the level of the mud in the
pan, two accurate levels were run on the 1st June 1972, one roughly NW/SE,
and other NE/SW (see map 2), and were correlated to the level of the water in
the “control” pan.
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Surveying poles were driven in on either side of the pan and levelled with
each other by water in a long tube with glass sections at each end. The arbitrary
datum point on the pole nearer to the “control” pan was levelled to another pole
driven into the mud beneath the water, and it was discovered,
somewhat to our
horror, that the arbitrary

A

datum

was exactly 50 cm above the water

selected

level.

was then tightly drawn between the data on the original two poles,
and the distance below this line to the mud surface measured. All measurements
string

were to the surface of the mud polygons, taken to represent the original mud level
before drainage, and were made at 20 cm intervals. The results are shown in
Figure 2 and Appendix

2.

SW

NE

Scales:
Fic>.

1:20

2: Profiles of

From

(Horizontal),

1

;

10

(Vertical)

Drained Pan.

Figure 2

is apparent that the only area significantly different in
towards the East side, two to three cm lower than the
remainder of the pan. In 1971 the plant growth in this part was not obviously
different from the rest, but in June 1972 it was noticeable that Salicornia was in

level

the

3

from the

it

rest is

main missing from

it.

Animal Ecology

The number of animal species livrng permanently on the
on the other hand, many species of birds use

marsh is
marsh for
feeding and roosting, and a few for nesting. These probably have little effect on
the study area, apart from the contribution of droppings mentioned above. A
list of birds seen on the marsh is given in Appendix
believed to be small;

salt

the

1

When

drained (May 1970) there were many bumps
and irregularities in the mud caused by Lugworms Arenicola marina L. Also
there were shells of the Trough-shell Scrobicularia plana, which had almost
certainly been living there, as it is present pretty generally in the pans. Since the
draining of the pan the surface of the mud has become riddled with the holes
the salt pan was

first

of the amphipod Corophium volutator

(Pallas).
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On the

1st

June 1971 the following species were present

The prawn Leander

squillci (

The polychaete Nereis

— Palaemon

in the “control”

elegans) L.

at least

The amphipod Orchestia sp

found

1

found

3

found

(L.)

(?) mediterranea (Pallas)

20

1

diversicolor O.F.Mull.

The Shore Crab Carcinus maenas

pan:

Since then, small numbers of gobies Pomatoschistus microps (Kroyer) have
occasionally been seen in summer, and casts of Arenieola have regularly been
present, including some very fine ones, presumably of a different species, at the
shallow North end, where spoil from digging the drainage channel was thrown in.

The gobies

above are abundant in some of the shallower pans,
but are only infrequently seen in ours, which is on average 25 cm deep.
referred to

On the surrounding marsh,

the only abundant animals noticed have been the
Spire Shell Hydrobia ulvae Penn, and a black spider, possibly Zelotes elect us

Brent Geese are known to have been present in the study area, as their droppings have been found (v. supr. p.149).
Discussion
Salt marsh plant and animal communities would seem to have affinities
with other “extreme” habitats, such as mountain tops, rocky shores and their
splash-zones, tundra and bog, where the species present are limited to those
sufficiently specialised to survive in the exceptional conditions.

In our case the limiting

factor

is

the presence of salt water in

what

is

in

many respects a terrestrial habitat; if a salt marsh for any reason ceases at least
occasionally to be flooded by the tide it ceases to be a salt marsh, and may quickly
become indistinguishable from marshes which have always been fresh, apart
from the tell-tale imprint of the creek systems, generally
not from the ground.

visible

from the

air if

lagoons or even, as in Norfolk, on open
shallow enough and sufficiently undisturbed
to allow suspended mud to settle. The latter condition is provided on the North
Norfolk coast mainly by offshore sand and shingle-spits which sheltered the
spaces where the salt marshes have developed such shingle and dune complexes
as Scolt Head Island, Blakeney Point and the East Hills in Wells.
Salt

marshes can form

in estuaries,

shorelines, provided that the sea

is

—

When mud

has been deposited to such an extent that

it is

exposed

at

low

begins to be colonised by halophytic plants; often Salicornia or Spartina
are the first to appear. The presence of plants encourages the further deposition
tide

it

when

the water flow is slowed by the stems. Places which for some reason
lower than the surrounding mud tended to hold sea water, inhibiting the growth of plants and becoming the residual type of salt pan. There being
no plant stems to encourage more accretion of mud on the floor of the pan, the
difference in level between this and the surrounding marsh becomes even more
pronounced salt pans have characteristic overhanging edges, affording some
shelter to animal life.

of mud,

were

slightly

—
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Meanwhile, the

tides

would continue to cover the marsh; consequently,
had to drain away, and the channels which it

after each high tide, the sea water

used became the creeks which still dissect the salt marshes.
by the sides collapsing or by a pathway running across it,

mud and becomes an

If

a creek

it

partially

is

“interrupted creek” type of pan. In our study area
one of each type, the easternmost being residual.

blocked

fills

with

we have

As already

stated, no flowering plants will normally grow in the water of
although Spartina anglica will sometimes be found in the very shallow
ones. Even algae are quite unusual, though filamentous green species are occasionally seen. The pieces of Fucoid algae ( F spiralis L. and vesiculosus L.) often
found on the marsh are washed in from stony sections of the major creeks,
where they grow quite abundantly.

salt pans,

.

Occasionally one comes across examples of pans which have been drained
by a creek cutting back into them. Two of these have been found within 5 km
of the study area, both of them of the interrupted creek type. Unfortunately it
has not been possible to determine when they were drained, but by comparison
with the artificially emptied pan it would seem to be several, perhaps at least ten,
years ago. They have assumed a saucer-like shape without the normal overhanging margins. Puccinellia is the dominant species in both (c 90%) with Aster and
Salicornia also present in small numbers.
a salt pan is affected by a rapid change, such as we engineered by cutting
a drainage channel, the effect will be sudden, if not cataclysmic, on sedentary
animal life such as Arenicola and Scrobieularia. It is known by the visible casts
that the former was present, and must be assumed that the specimens in the
pan died when the mud first dried and hardened; assumed, because finding out
If

would have meant disturbing

On

the

mud

surface.

Pomatoschistus and
Orchestia may well have escaped with the first outward rush of water. In either
case the change is once and for all, and does not provide a very rewarding field
for study; the only gradual change noticed has been the appearance of Corophium.
the other hand, mobile animals such as Leander

,

When the plant community is considered, however, there is much more to
be recorded, and it is likely to be many years before the new sub-climax of the
succession on the floor of the drained pan is reached. As mentioned above,
there is evidence that the shape of the cross-section of the pan may alter, but a
complete levelling-off may never occur. Although Puccinellia was by no means
the first plant to appear, it is now established, but it would, of course, be dangerous to assume that it will necessarily become dominant as it has in the naturally

drained pans.

Malltraeth Estuary, Anglesey, found that on
a new Puccinellietum the grass was capable of producing circular patches between
150 cm in diameter in three or four years. Dalby (1970), in the Gann salt120
ings, near Dale, Pembrokeshire, investigating pans drained by creeks cutting

Ranwell (1956), working

in the

&

back, writes:

“When this happens the pan floor is colonised by Puccinellia, and the normal
primary marsh sequence follows (unless the site is overwhelmed by Halimione).
The earlier serai stages then occur at about 30 cm higher over Chart Datum
than would be expected at the marsh front, because of the general raising of the
marsh surface where the pans are situated.”
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There seem to be significant differences between this state of affairs and that
obtaining in Wells, where Puccinellia appears to be a secondary coloniser, and
where Halimione grows well only on the higher parts of the marsh. It is, of course,
realised that we do not yet have enough data to warrant drawing firm conclusions from the Wells situation; it is intended to carry on the investigation for a
number of years, and perhaps prepare another report later.
Appendix

1

Bird Species Associated with the Surrounding
(a)

Marsh

nesting:
Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus L.

Redshank Tringa totanus

(L.)

Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus L.
(b)

not nesting:
Mallard Anas platyrhynchos
Shelduck Tadorna tadorna

L.

(L.)

Goose Brant a bernicla (droppings
Curlew Numenius arquata (L.)
Whimbrel N. phaeopus (L.)
Brent

study area)

in

Herring Gull Larus argentatus Pontopp.

Common
Little

Tern Sterna hirundo

Tern

L.

S. albifrons Pall.

Skylark Alauda arvensis L.

Carrion/Hooded Crow Corvus corone

Meadow

Pipit

Anthus pratensis

L.

(L.) Yarrell

Starling Sturnus vulgaris L.

Reed Bunting Eniberiza schoeniculus
and many other accidentals.

(L.)

Appendix 2

Measurements from which Figure 2 was prepared
(a)
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NOTES ON THE MOTHS OF HICKLING AND WHEATFEN
BROADS, WITH A SYSTEMATIC LIST OF THE SPECIES
T.

N. D. Peet

Introduction

The following comments and systematic

list are designed to compare the
moths of an open, coastal broad (Hickling) with that of a more inland and
sheltered broad (Wheatfen). There has been no recent survey of the moths of
Broadland since the advent of mercury-vapour light trapping, although a previous short note on Hickling moths by me 0) was published in 1963. A comprehensive and informative list by Ellis ( 2 ) in 1965, which included many pre-1939
records from Barton Broad by C. W. C. Gane, provides a base-line for subsequent
studies and is also indicative of the wealth of lepidoptera present.

At Hickling, records have been made for fifteen years (to 1973), sampling
being undertaken in two to three week spells intermittently throughout the year,
with a gap from November to March. At Wheatfen, observations were made on
most suitable nigh's from June 1971 to October 1972.

The method of collecting has been largely by mercury-vapour light. This
gives a very good idea of local populations of moths, especially noctuids, but is
less satisfactory for geometrids. The range of attraction by the light is limited,
especially

demand

if

Good results
damp night being

dense cover surrounds the trap, as in a reed bed.

special weather conditions, a moonless,

warm,

still,

the best. Several seasons of trapping are required before it can be accepted that
the records for any area are fully comprehensive; thus, the Wheatfen list is not yet

complete. In addition to fight trapping, daytime collecting with a net and
observations made at dusk have contributed to the recoids. Searching for larvae
and pupae has proved very profitable in respect of reed-boring insects.

At Hickling most work has been done at Whiteslea Lodge, with occasional
trapping at Hickling Staithe, Whiteslea Wood on Heigham Sounds, and on one
occasion a trap has been mounted on a boat floating on the broad. The grazing
marshes below broad level extending from Stubb Mill to Whiteslea Lodge are
included in the survey. At Wheatfen, a mercury vapour trap has been run on
marsh surrounded by woodland and also on the edge of an oak wood. In addition
several microlepidoptera records come from a suction trap used to determine the
insect prey of the Wheatfen bat population.
valuable to differentiate between the gross vegetational differences of
the two localities for the moths reflect these factors. Hickling is still an open
broad, with a large amount of water and the cutting of reed and clearing of dykes
It is

and channels has held in check the natural succession of reed bed to carr. At
Wheatfen, the area of open water is relatively small and the evolution of reed to
alder carr and thence to oak, beech and birch is marked, except in areas still
kept clear by man. A survey of these factors is provided in Ellis ( 3 ).

The comments which follow

on the moths unique to Hickling, to Wheatwind-blown vagrants, and some comments
on absent species which might still be noted. There is a check list of species
fen,

common

noted so

are

to both sites, coastal

far.
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Species found only at Hickling

There are over 70 species of macrolepidoptera found at Hickling but not at
Wheatfen. There is a strong local colony of the Small elephant hawkmoth
( Deiliphila porcellus L.). The larva feeds on Lady’s Bedstraw and I have trapped
up to a dozen specimens each June. The Small Chocolate Tip ( Clostera pigra
Hufn.) is a rare presumed resident only one specimen has been seen in July 1964.
The males of the Oak Eggar ( Lasiocampa quercus L.) make a fine display over the
grazing marshes in July as they career along in hot sunshine searching for more
sedentary females. The females come occasionally to light. The Fox ( Macro
thylacia rubi L.) follows a similar pattern to the Oak Eggar but is much less
common. The Dotted Footman ( Pelosia muscerda Hufn.) is unknown in the
British Isles (apart from old Kentish records) except in broadland. At Hickling
it is frequent to light not only the moth trap but to ordinary electric light and car
headlamps. Specimens are most frequent during the first two weeks of August.
The Small Marsh Footman ( Pelosia obtusa H.-S) has only been taken twice
in this country one of these occasions being at Hickling in 1963. It is a small
moth and secretive in habit, and even where a colony is discovered it has proved
very difficult to capture specimens. It must be one of our rarest native moths, ( 4 ).
The Water Ermine ( Spilosoma urticae Esp.) is a special wetland insect though
not confined to broadland. It is frequent at Hickling and I have found the larvae
on Great Water Dock. The Reed Leopard ( Phramatoecia castaneae Hubn.)
Unlike the comment in Ellis list (q.v.) this insect is quite common for a space of
ten days towards the end of each July. Only males come to the light trap the
females may be found by lamplight resting in the top of reed plumes. There is a
suggestion that the species was introduced to broadland at Ranworth in 1873
from Wicken but I can see no reason why the insect should not be regarded as a
true broadland native, for Hickling can hardly have been investigated at all in
the late nineteenth century. The Stout Dart ( Spaelotis ravida Schiflf.) is a very
local moth, with occasional records scattered across the British Isles.
only one record from Norfolk since the last war, a specimen at
Hickling in 1958. The Bordered Sallow ( Pyrria umbra Hufn.) is seen each year
usually as a single specimen. These may be wind blown from the coast, where its
foodplant Rest Harrow grows.

There

is

The Wainscot family is of particular interest as most species are limited
wet habitats. There is a single record of the Mere Wainscost (Arenostola flu.xa
Hubn.) taken in July 1964. The moth is well known in Huntingdonshire and
Cambridgeshire fens, where the larva feeds on Calamagrostis epigeios. This
plant grows along dyke margins on the grazing marshes around the broad'
1971 I took the
I have searched for the moth subsequently but with no luck. In
The larva of
Esp.)
first Hickling specimen of the Rush Wainscot ( Nonagria algae
this Wainscot feeds in the stems of Bulrush ( Scirpus ) which is not now present at
Hickling or Horsey, though there is a small amount at Martham. The larva is
also known from Reedmace ( Typha ssp.) The moth is common at Barton and
may be extending its range. Webb’s Wainscot ( Nonagria sparganii Esp.) exists at
low density at Hickling the larva feeding in Reedmace or Iris. No examples
were seen between 1965 to 1971. The Silky Wainscot ( Coenobia rufa Haw.) is
infrequent at Hickling though not confined to broadland. 1973 saw the first
record of the Obscure Wainscot (Leimania obsoleta Hubn.) a local East Anglian
to

and Thames

valley moth.
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The Crescent Striped ( Apamea oblonga Haw.) is a moth locally common in
brackish water regions and two examples have been noted at Hickling. The
Dusky Sallow ( Eremobia ochroleuca SchifF) is best known from the chalkhills
of southern England. It appears to exist at low density along the East Anglian
coast and each year two or three are noted at Hickling. Haworth’s Minor
Calaena haworthii Curt.) flies by day over its foodplant Cottongrass, both moth
and foodplant occur on the grazing marshes around the broad. The Silver
Barred ( Eustrotia bankiana Fab.) is virtually confined in this country to Wicken
Fen yet two examples have been seen at Hickling in the past ten years. The Rosy
Wave ( Scopula emutaria Hubn.) is a local marsh insect and is occasional at Hickling. A single example of the Dark Bordered Beauty was taken in 1972. This is
chiefly a northern insect though odd examples have been taken in Norfolk in
(

the past.

Species found only at Wheatlen

There are over 40 species of macrolepidoptera found at Wheatfen but not
at Hickling. Most of them have larvae which feed on trees not found locally at
Hickling. The Alder Kitten ( Harpyia bicuspis Borkh) appeared as a single speci-

men at Wheatfen in 1972. It is a rare moth over its whole range, and has been
recorded once before from broadland at Wroxham some years ago. The Lobster
Moth ( Stauropus fagi L.) has occurred twice. The larva is a beech feeder and the
trap at Wheatfen was sited twenty yards from a row of beech trees. An oak
feeder is the Frosted Green ( Polyploca ridens F.) of which several appeared in
early May 1972. It will probably be found at Hickling in the future. The beautiful
Black Arches ( Lymantria monacha L.) is another oak feeder and ten specimens
including a female have been noted. The species has some marked varieties
ranging from pure black to nearly white. In the early autumn the Pale Oak
Eggar ( Trichiura crataegi L.) has been an occasional visitor not found at Hickling.
Ellis notes it as rare. The larva of the Leopard (Zeuzera pyrina L.) feeds in branches and stems of trees and shrubs, and takes two or three years to mature. The
adult has been seen occasionally at Wheatfen. An unusual record has been a
single record of the Heath Rustic ( Amathes agathina Dup.) in September 1972.
The larva feeds on heather and the species is not typical of broadland. The Varied
Coronet ( Hadena compta SchifF.) only appeared as a resident in the British Isles
in 1948 at Dover ( 5 ), but since then has spread extensively northwards. The
larva feeds on Sweet William. I have seen one specimen in Norwich and a further
one at Wheatfen in 1972. Other observers have recorded it throughout Norfolk
6
). A former rarity now found more commonly since the advent of light trapping
(
is the Alder moth ( Apatele alni L) and a single example was seen in 1972. It has
been noted near Potter Heigham in 1968 ( 7 ). Local Figwort and Mullein (both
Hoary and Common) support larvae of the Mullein Shark ( Cucullia verbasci 1.)
and adults were seen in May 1972. In the autumn the Brindled Green ( Dryobo todes eremita Fab.) the Large Ranunculus (Antitype fiavicincta SchifF.) and the
Orange sallow ( Tiliacea citrago L.) have been taken. Larvae of these species are
found respectively on oak, low herbaceous plants and lime. Both the Large
Ranunculus and Orange Sallow occur in the centre of Norwich. The Beautiful
Hook-tip ( Laspeyria fiexula Schiff.) is a lichen feeder and fairly frequent to light
in July. A single example of the Streak ( Chesias legatella Schiff.) which feeds on
Broom has been noted. Broom is a hedgerow and garden plant at Wheatfen.
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L

One
(

of the earliest insects of the year to appear

Phigalia pilosaria.)

up

The

larva

is

is

the Pale Brindled Beauty

polyphagous and doubtless the insect

will turn

at Hickling.

Species found at Wheatfen and Hickling

Five species of

Hawk ( Mimas

tilicie

Hawk moth
L.)

is

are to be found at both localities. The Lime
the scarcest, only one specimen having been seen at

Hickling and only two at Wheatfen.

The Eyed and Poplar Hawks ( Smerinthus
common, as is the Large Elephant

ocellata L., Laothoe-populi L.) are very

( Deilephila elpenor
L.) An example of the large ichneumon fly Amblyjoppa
proteus Christ, was bred from a Hickling larva of the Large Elephant in 1971.

The Puss ( Cerura vinula L.) is common as is the Sallow Kitten ( Harpia furcula
Clerck.) The latter is double brooded and has been bred from a larva on sallow
by E. A. Ellis at Wheatfen. The common Prominent moths are present in both
localities. The Chocolate-tip ( Clostera curtula L.) is double brooded and fairly
frequent. The beautiful Peach blossom ( Thyatira batis L.) is very occasional in
both localities. The December moth ( Poecilocampa populi L.) appears earlier
than its name suggests and males have been seen in October at Hickling. The
Drinker ( Philudoria potatoria L.) is very common and larvae may be found on
grass and frequently on reed in the spring. The Lappet ( Gastropacha quercifolia
L.) is never common. The Emperor ( Saturnia pavonia L.) flies in late April and
only females appear to come to light. The larvae have been found feeding on
bramble on marsh walls in July and August. Four Hooktips, the Oak, Pebble,
Scalloped and the Chinese Character ( Drepana binciria Hufn. D. falcataria. L.,
D. Lacertinaria L., and Cilix glaucata Scop.,) occur commonly. Oak and birch
are their chief foodplants and all except the Oak Hooktip are double brooded.
The beautiful pink Rosy Footman ( Miltochrista miniata) whose larvae feed on
lichens is common at both sites. The Round-winged Muslin ( Comacla senex
Hubn.) swarms at dusk and to light on warm July evenings and the emergence
continues over a period of one month. The Goat ( Cossus cossus L.) occurs
occasionally at light and larval borings have been detected in old sallow trunks.
The large group of Noctuids contain few surprises common to both localities,
but it is worth discussing the Wainscot group in detail. The Common Wainscot
( Leucania pallens ) is not as plentiful as its name implies. It is double brooded,
flying in July and early September. The Smoky wainscot (L. impura. Hubn.)
straminea
is easily the commonest of the family. The Southern Wainscot (
Treit.) found in July is frequent and varied, some examples having the forewings
heavily streaked with black. The Striped Wainscot (L. pudorina Schiff.) is not
striped at all, and together with the Shoulder-striped Wainscot ( L comma L.)
is one of the earliest of the family to appear, at the end of June. Both the Clay
.

.

Wainscot (L. lithargyria Esp.) and the Brown line Bright-eye (L. conigera Schiff.)
are not limited to wet places, and both are frequent. In late September the Large
Wainscot ( Rhizedra Intosa Hubn.) flies, an insect notable for great variation in
size, with wingtip spread between 35mm and 55mm. Fenn's Wainscot ( Arenostola
Fenn) is common at Hickling and scarce at Wheatfen. This is purely a
Broadland insect, and an aberration of the typical form occurs without a black

brevilinea

streak at the base of the forewing: ab. sinelinea Fara. This is at a frequency of
at Hickling. The Fen Wainscot {Arenostola phragmitidis Hubn.)
1 :30 specimens
localities and is another reed feeder. The Bulrush Wainscott
both
is common at

{Nonagria typhae Thunb.)

is

common and
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the

pupae are easy

to find in

August

by searching for the bored exit holes low down in the stems of reedmace. The
dark brown form ( ab fraterna Treit.) occurs at 1:15 of all examples seen.
The Twin-spotted Wainscot (Nonagria geminipuncta Haw.) and the Brown Veined
Wainscot ( Nonagria dissoluta Treit.) are both common, and pupae may be found
in reedstems often two or three in one stem. The Silky Wainscot ( Chilodes
maritima Tausch.) is only occasional at Wheatfen, but more frequent at Hickling
where three notable varieties are seen. Ab. nigristriata Staud., frequent: ab.
bipunctata Haw, uncommon: and ab. wismariens is Schmidt which is rare. These
forms and examples of other Wainscots may be seen in a small collection in the
care of the Trust warden at Hickling.
.

The Double lobed ( Apatnea ophiogramma Esp.) is a local moth, but common
localities in August. The Old Lady ( Mormo maura L.) has declined in
numbers all over the British Isles in recent years and is only occasional in
Broadland. Not more than three specimens have been noted in any one season.
The Reed Dagger ( Simyra albovenosa Borkj.) is a fenland insect which is frequent
at both sites. The larvae may be found on reed leaves and Great Water Dock
and the moth is double brooded. Ellis’ list mentions the reddish form ab
at

both

ochraceae Tutt as

common but

I

have never seen

it.

Of the autumnal Sallow group of moths the Centre-Barred Sallow {Atethernia
xerempelina L.) is uncommon, the first Hickling specimen only noted in 1972.
The Cream bordered Green Pea ( Earias clorana L.) is a tiny moth whose larvae
feed on sallow. It becomes rubbed soon after emergence and is rarely seen in
good condition. The Silver Hook ( Eustrotia uncula Clerck.) is a local wetland
moth occasional at both localities and also found in dune slacks at Horsey.
Recent work ( 8 ) has succeeded in separating two species from the single one
previously called the Gold Spot (Plusia festucae L.) Plusia gracilis Lempke is
the more recent discovery and both species occur at Wheatfen and Hickling.
P. gracilis is paler and smaller than P. festucae, and emerges earlier.
In the
light

and

autumn

the large

in the daytime. It

from the trap

in the

is

morning

Red Underwing ( Catocala nupta
particularly frequent at
spirals rapidly

L.)

flies,

both to

Wheatfen and on release

up into the sky

until

out of sight.

The Black neck ( Lygephila pastinum

Treits) is found flying by day and night
foodplant Tufted Vetch grows. The tiny Pinion streaked
Snout ( Schrankiacostaestrigalis Steph.) is common for a short period at the end
of July and was only first noted in 1967 it had probably been overlooked before.
The Fan-foot (Zanclognathacribrumalis Hubn.) is a local fenland speciality and
more common at Hickling than Wheatfen.
locally

wherever

its

:

The Brown Scallop ( Philereme transversata L.) feeds on Buckthorn which
grows on marsh walls and in local hedgerows. The moth is rare here. The Oblique
Carpet ( Orthonama lignata Hubn.) is a common marsh insect, double brooded
with the second generation markedly smaller than the first. The larva feeds on
bedstraw. The Valerian Pug ( Eupethicia valerianata) is occasional at both sites
but so small that

it is

easily missed.

Migrants

The commonest migrant
which appears

in

hordes in

is

late

undoubtedly the Silver Y ( Plusia gamma L.)
July and August. I have taken over 300 in one
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night

on occasions. None of the spectacular migrant hawkmoths have been noted
but the Convolvulus Hawk {Herse convolvuli L.) was seen on a

at Hickling,

gatepost near Surlingham in 1971. A larva of the rare Spurge Hawk Celerio
(
euphorbiae L.) was found at Martham, only two miles from Hickling in 1952,
and was reared successfully ( 9 ). The large Great Brocade ( Eurosis occulta L.)

appeared as two specimens in August 1964 at Hickling, on the same dates as
specimens appeared elsewhere in the country ( 10 ). This species is resident in the

and the Continental and British forms have a
ground colour. In August 1963 a single example of the Angle-Striped
Sallow ( Enargia palacea Esp.) was taken. This species is known to migrate and
has its resident headquarters in the Midlands. A specimen of the Gem ( Nyc terosea obstipata F.) was taken at Horsey Hall in 1966, this is a well known migrant. Other common migrants are the Dark
Sword-grass ( Agrotis ipsilon
Hufn.), and the Pyrale Vdea martialis (L.).
British Isles but only in Scotland,

different

Wind-Blown Coastal Vagrants
There are a few noteworthy records from Hickling indicating its relative
nearness to the coast. An on-shore wind brings occasional examples of sand
dune insects through to the broad.

A single example of the Pigmy Footman ( Eilenia pygniaeola Doubl.) was
noted in 1969. This is a rare moth known from the Kent and Norfolk coasts,
and has not in fact been recorded from Norfolk for many years. It is probable
that no-one has bothered to look for it. A specimen of Archers Dart ( Agrotis
vestigialis Hufn.) was taken in 1971 and a second in 1972. This is chiefly a sandhill insect, though also found inland on the Breck. Separate light trapping at
Sea Palling has shewn the species to be resident there and there is no doubt
that the coast is the source of the Hickling specimens. Two species of sand dune
wainscot have appeared as occasional specimens at Hickling, the Shore Wainscot
( Leucania litoralis Curt.) whose larva feeds on Marram Grass, and the LymeGrass ( Arenostola elymi Treits.) whose name indicates its food plant. This is one
of the most southerly records of the Lyme grass whose distribution extends up
the East Coast to Scotland. There is a strong colony of the Lyme Grass on the
dunes at Sea Palling.
Some Absent

Species

There are certain absent marsh species which may be anticipated in the
The splendid Clifden Nonpareil {Catocala fraxini L.) was for a time resident at Barton, it could well colonise the carr at Wheatfen. The wetland Scarce
Burnished Brass ( Plusia chryson Esp.) whose larva feeds on Hemp Agrimony has
been noted from the River Wissey near Lynford: it should eventually be found in
broadland 0 1 ). There is a marked similarity between the moths of fenland and
those of broadland despite the geographical separation of the intervening Breck
and agricultural central Norfolk. Ellis notes the frequent occurrence of the Scarce
Vapourer ( Orgyia recens Hubn.) at Wheatfen before the war, but the insect is
now very scarce throughout all its old haunts. It may yet reappear on the broads.
The Marsh Pug ( Eupethecia pygmaeata Hubn.) may appear, its larva feeds on
future.

Stitch wort.
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1

An

elusive prize of broadland

is

the Tineid Olethreutes doubledayana Barr,

on Marsh Pea. The foodplant is not common and does not
occur at all at Hickling. But there is a good colony of Marsh Pea at Wheatfen
and an intensive search for the moth is needed.

whose

larva feeds
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2.

YPOMOMEUTIDAE
w Argyresthia conjugella
h

w Aleimma loeflingiana
w Tortrix viridana
w Croesia holmiana
w Aden's latifasciana
w
comariana

semifusca

w
w

H

w

Yponomeuta

paclella

Ypsolopha parenthesella
ustella

H
H

w Plutella xylostella
w Lidophasia messingiella

COCHYLIDAE
w Agapeta hamana

ELACHIST1 DAE
vv Elachista luticomella

w

OECOPHORIDAE
H

w
w
w

n

H

Diurnea fagella
Agonopteryx heracliana

PYRALIDAE

w

subpropinquella
alstroemeriana
arenella

w
w

ocellcma

H

H
h
H
H
H
H

angelicellci

Metzneria metzneriella

Rhynchopacha mouffetella
Hypatima rhomboidella
Brachmia gerronella

H
h

H

H

H
H
h
h

Epiblema turbidana

uddmanniana

H
h

Epinotia nisella

w
w
vv

Endothenia quadrimaculana
Olethreutes lacunana
Pandemis corylana
cerasano
Ar chips oporana
Aphelia paleana

w

Schoenobius giganxella

w

forficella

w
w
pallidata
w Eurrhypara hortulata
w
lancealis
w
coronato
w Ebulea crocealis
w Nascia cilialis
vv

Udea

oliva I is

ferrugalis
vv

Nomophila noctuella

vv

Pleuroptya ruralis

w

Aglossa pinguinalis

vv

Aphomia

w
H
H

w

sociella

Eurhodope suave lla
ad vendla
Oncocera palumbella
formosa

H vv Phycita roborella

w
w Clepsis spectrana
w Lozotaenia forsterana
w Pseudargyrotoza conwagana

H

tristella

Catoptria falsella

vv Pyralis farinalis

trimaculana
roborana

w
H

h

cynosbatella

w
h
H
h
H
h

H

jungiella

Spilonota ocellana

h

perleUa

H vv Parapoynx strut iotata
H
Cataclysta lemnata
h
Evergestis forficalis

w Eucosma hohenwartiana
vv

pratella

w Nymphula nymphaeata

rufescens

Cydia succedana

H

h

Crambus pascuella

h
Acentria nivea
h
Scoparia arundineta
H vv
ambigualis

TORTR1CIDAE
vv

CA//o phragmitella
Chrysoteuchia cultnellci

Agriphila selasella

H

h

MOMPHIDAE
H w Monipha ochraceella
w
propinquella
h

w
w
w
w
w
w

yeatiana

G ELECH1I DAE

H

w

cnicana
Eupoecilia angustana

H

cnicella

w
w
w
w
w

zoegana
/I e flies

Emlrosis sacrcitella
Carcina quercana

h
H

h
H

variegcma
lorqidnano

vv

Myelois

w

Homoeosoma nebuleUa

cribrella

PTEROPHORIDAE

Cnephasia stephensiana

H

Tortricodes alternella

H
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vv Pterophorus pentadactyla

Adaina microdactvla

LASIOCAMPIDAE
H

w Poecilocampa popnli
w Trichiura crataegi

h

w

H
h
H
h

Malacosoma

H
H
H
H

neustria

Lasiocampa quercus
Macrothylacia rubi

w Philudoria potatoria
w Gastropacha quercifolia

H
h

SATURNIIDAE
h

w

H
h

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H

H

H
H

w

W
W
W
W
W
W
W

W
W
W
W
W

vulgata
tripunctaria

h

icterata

h

simpliciata

H
H
H
H
H
H

w Alsophila aescularia
w Pseudoterpna pruinata
w Geometra papilionaria
w Comibaena pustulata
w Hemithea aestivaria
w Timandra griseata
w
w

w

H
H
H

Scopula imitaria
emutaria
Idaea biselata

H
H
H

seriata

dimidiata

emarginata
aversat a

abbreviata
Chloroclystis v-ata

w

rectangulata
Antieollix sparsat a

w

Ochropacha duplaris
Achlya flavicornis

H
H

LI

Eupithecia valerianata
centaureata
absinthiata

w

GEOMETRIDAE
H

fiavofasciatu

w

H
H
H

w Polyploca ridens
H

w Epirrita dilutata
w
christyi
w Operophtera brumata
w Perizoma alchemillata

H
h

w Falcaria lacertinaria
w Drepana binaria
w
falcataria
w Cilix glaucata
THYA T1RIDA E
h w Thyatira batis
H w Habrosyne pyritoides

H
H
h
h

H
h

Hydriomena furcata
Rheumaplera undulata

W Philereme transversata

n

Saturnia pavonia

D REPAH1 DAE

w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w

Chesias legatella
Pterapherapteryx sexalata

Abraxas grossulariata
Lomaspilis marginata
Semiothisa liturata
wauaria
Petrophora chorosata
Plagodis dolabraria
Opisthograptis luteolata
Epione repandaria
paralellaria

w

Apeira syringaria

w

Ennomos

w
w
w

quercinaria
alniaria

fuscantaria
erosaria

Selenia dentariu
tetralunaria

Pelurga comitata

w
w Odontopera bidentata
w Crocallis elinguaria
H w Ourapteryx sambucaria
H w Colotois pennaria
w Apocheima pilosaria
H w Lycia hirtaria
H w Biston strataria
betularia
H w
w Agriopis leucophaearia
aurantiaria
w

Eulithis

H

Orthonama

H
H
H

vittata

Xanthorhoe spadicearia
ferrugata

montanata
fiuctuata

Scotopteryx chenopodiata
Epirrhoe alternata
Ant idea badiata
derivata
testata

mellinata
pyraliata

W Ecliptopera silaceata
W Chloroclysta citrata
truncata
W

H
H
H
H

Cidaria fulvata

W Plemyria rubiginata
W Thera obeliscata
W Colostygia pectinataria

vv

w
w
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Aethalura punctulata
Cahera pusaria

exanthemata

Lomographa bimaculata

H

H

marginalia

w Erannis defoliaria
w /1/m repandata
w Ectropis bistortata

w
w

Theria rupicapraria
Campaea margaritata

SPH/NGIDAE
H
h
h

h
H

w
w

Sphinx

ligustri

Mimas

tiiiae

H
H

w

porcellus

w

NOTODONT1DAE
H

vv Phalera

h

w

w
H

bucephala
Centra vinula
Harpyia bicuspis

vv

w
h
h

w

H
h
H

w
w
w
H

Ptilodontella eucullina

h
h
H
H
H
h

w

H

H
H
H
H
H

furcula

Stauropus f'agi
Notodonta dromedarius
Eligmodonta ziczac
Pheosia gnoma
tremula
Ptilodon capucina

H

ruficornis

H

dost era pigra

L YMANTRII DAE
H
Orgyia antiqua
h vv Dasychira pudibunda
h vv Euproctis siniilis

Leucoma

Lymantria monacha

salicis

w

h
H
H
H
h

Thumatha senex

vv Miltochrista miniata

Pelosia muscerda

obtusa

w Eilema griseola
w
w

h

urticae

H

H

w
w

Naenia typica
Eurois occulta

Lacanobia w-latinum

w
w
w
w

thalassina

suasa
oleracea

Ceramica pisi
Hecatera bicolorata

Hadena

vv

rivularis

perplexa

compta
confusa
bicruris

gracilis
stabilis

incerta

vv

gothica
h vv Mythimna conigera

NOCTUIDAE
vv

w

w

cucullatella

Euxoa

agathina

h vv
H

NOLI DAE

H
H
H
H

xanthographa

VV

w
w

w Phragmatobia fuliginosa
w Tyria jacobaeae
No la

sexstrigata
VV

h vv Ceraptervx graminis
h
Tholera cespitis
h
Orthosia cruda

w

H

W

w
w
w

H
pygmaeola
h
lurideola
H
Arctia caja
H vv Spilosoma lubricipeda
H
luteum

h
h
H

ditrapezium
triangulum
baja

VV

H

H

ARCTII DAE
h
h
h
h
h

rubi
Xestia c-nigrum

w Anaplectoides prasina
H w Cerastis rubricosa
H w Discestra trifolii
H w Polia bombycina
w
hepatica
H w Mamestra brassicae
H w Melanchra persicariae

Diloha caeruleocephala

vv

w

w

H

curtula

vv

w

Graphiphora augur
Peridroma saucia
Diarsia mendica
brunnea

H

Drymonia dodonaea

w

w

H VV

H
H

w Pterostoma palpina
w

ipsilon

vv

puta
h vv Axulia put ris
h
Ochropleura plena
H w Noctua pronuba
h vv
comes
H vv
fimbriata
h
ianlhina
H
interjecta
H
Spa elot is ravida

w Smerinthus ocellala
w Laothoe populi
w Deilephila elpenor

h

w

segetum

H
h
H
H
h

exclamationis

H

tritici

nigricans
Agrotis vestigialis
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w
w
w
w
vv

ferrago

pudorina
straminea
impura
pollens
litoralis

i

H
H
H
H
H

W
W

obsolete

h

comma

h

w
w

h
h

fasciuncula
w
w Mesoligia furuncula

H
h

w Mesapamea secalis

Senta flammea
Cucullia chamomillae
umbratica

W
verbasci
W Cleoceris viminalis
W Lithophane semibrunnea
H
H
H
H

W
W
W

H
h
h
h
h

ornitopus

Xylocampa areola

Allophyes oxyacanthae
Dichonia aprilina
Dryobotodes eremita
H
Blepharita adust a
W Polymixis fia vicincta
Conistra vaccinii
H VV Agrochola circellaris

W

H
H
H
H
H

W
W

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

W
W
W
W
W

H
H
H
h
H
H
h
H
h
H

litura

lychnidis

F

icteritia

W
gilvago
W Acronicta leporina
W
alni
W
tridens
W

W

h
h
h

psi

H
h

Acronycta rumicis
Simyra albovenosa
Cryphia domestica
Amphipyra pyramided

W
W
tragopogonis
W Mormo maura
W Dypterygia scabriuscula
W

W
W
W

H
H
H

W

H

minima
elymi
fluxa

w
w

pygmina
brevilinea

Eremobia ochroleuca

w Luperina

testacea

Amphipoea oculea

w Hydraecia micacea
w Gortyna flavago
Celaena haworthi

w
w
w
w

leucostigma

Nonagria typhae
Archanara geminipuncta
dissoluta

sparganii

w

w
w
w

algae
Rhizedra lutosa
Arenostola phragmitidis
Coenobia rufa
Hoplodrina alsines
blanela

w

Caradrina morpheus

w

Chilodes maritimus
Pyrrhia umbra

w

Eustrotia uncula

clavipalpis

Deltote bankiana

w Earias clorana
w Bena prasinana
w Pseudoips fagana
w Diachrysia chrysitis

w Polychrysia moneta
w Plusia festucae
w
putnami gracilis
w Autographa gamma
w
pulchrina
w
jota
w Abrostola triplasia
w Catocala nupta
H w Lygephila pastinum
H w Scoliopteryx libatrix
w Laspeyria flexula
h w Rivula sericealis
w Hypena proboscidalis
h w Schrankia costaestrigalis
w Polypogon tarsipennalis
w
nemoralis

trcipezina

W
pyralina
W Apamea monoglypha
W
lithoxylaeu
oblonga

W
W

w Photedes

h

Rusina ferruginea
Thalpophila matura
Euplexia lucipara
Phlogophora meticulosa
Ipimorpha subtusa
Enargia paleacea

Cosmia

literosa

H
H
h
h
H
H
h

ypsillon

H

H

he! vo la

Parastichtis suspecta

H
H
H

H
H

macilenta

W Atethmia centrago
W Omphaloscelis lunosa
W Xanthia citrago
W
togata

H

H
H
H

H
h
h
h

lota

ophiogramma
Oligia strigilis

crenata
remissa
unanimis
sordens

hw
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Macrochilo cribrumalis

—
WEATHER SUMMARIES FOR
By T.

&

1973

1974

Norgate

B.

Pressure on space has necessitated combining two years into one report an d
the weather features statistically as far as possible rather than treatin
g
them descriptively thus:

to

—

list

NORFOLK WEATHER
MEAN TEMPERATURES

SUNSHINE

10-yr.

1973

1974

Avge.

March

6.1

5.7

5.1

April

6.9

7.9

7.4

May

11.4

10.7

11.5

June

14.9

13.5

14.0

July

15.5

15.0

15.7

1973
Hrs.
39
77
128
158
188
283
153

August

16.3

15.5

15.8

208

°C

°C

°C

Jan.

3.9

5.1

3.3

Feb.

3.5

5.2

3.4

RAINFALL

111

12.6

21.0

139

71.9

3.3

209
196

185

52.4

15.8

191

24.7

36.5

169
190
167
75

172

94.0

55.9

68.3

171

18.2

76.0

148
102

90.8

67.1

56.6
49.7

41.2

135.5

52

25.1

92.0

83.0

36.4

43.1

64.0

515.0

651.1

658.2

Nov.

5.0

6.1

6.5

183
109
109

Dec.

4.1

7.3

3.7

61

41

66
40

Year

9.2

9.3

9.2

1676

1499

1423

1974
af/gf
4/13
4/13
2/15

7.8/17.7

April

9/19
7/32
2/13

2/9

2.7/11.6

1

May

0/3

2/8

.5/3.8

4

June

0/1

o/i

.1/1.2

3

2.3

July

0/0

0/.3

0

2.6

00

o/.i

1

3

2.3

Sept.

0/0
o/o
0/0

4
6
3

5

0/11

.4/6.5

Dec.

11/16
9/18

0/8

10.1/18.4

0
0
0

1

Nov.

0/2
0/10
3/12

1/.8

Oct.

Year

47/120

17/91

51.3/110.0

20

20

Notes

1

•

6.5/12.5

50.2

10-Yr.

1973
af/gf
9/17

August

51.8
47.7

DAYS WITH THUNDER DAYS WITH HAIL OR SNOW

10- Yr.

10.6/18.5

44.6
41.7
54.9
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13.8

Feb.

62.7

105

10.8

March

45.7

27.6

61

12.4

12.5/18.6

mm

Hrs.
37

63
66

7.3

Jan.

mm
42.2

Hrs.

14.3

Avge.

mm
20.1

1973

8.9

GD. FROSTS

Avge

Avge.

Oct.

&

1974

1974

Sept.

z o o AIR

10-yr

10-yr.

1973

0

1974
1

Avge.
0

1973

1974

h's

H

0/1

0/0

'S

l

1

.3

6/5

1/1

0

0

.5

0/0

0/3

1

1.5

3.2

6/3
0/0

0/0

2

2/0

0 0
0/0

1.4

0/0
0/0
0/0
o/o

.4

1/0

0/0

2

.5

1/4

1/0

i

.2

1

15.2

15/14J 7/6

/ 1

1/

1

J-

2

1/0

1/0

1/2

“af/gf ’’ Signifies number of days with Air Frost and Ground Frost respec
tively.

2

“h/s” Signifies number of days with Hail and
day counted when sleet fell.
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Snow

respectively, with

J

The following

notes are added in order to describe any unusual features

throughout the two years.
1974

1973

Highest

max temp °C

16 Aug. 29.9°
30 Nov. 0.5°

Lowest max. temp. °C
Lowest min air temp. °C
Lowest min. ground temp °C
Wettest day at Taverham

1

1

Dec. 9.1°
Dec. 14.3°

15 July

29.1mm

15

Aug. 26.5°

1

Jan. 0.1°
Jan. 4.9°

1

Jan. 7.5°

1

4 July

23.0mm

1973
January, February and March continued the run of dry months from
last August, with the slight exception of November 1972. The last half of March
had only 1mm of rain, in the centre of the county, and it was the driest first
quarter in the Waveney valley since 1858. Up to 37mm of snow fell in the third
week of February.
.

A N.W.

gale was experienced on the 2nd April, of storm force (Beaufort
over
56
knots or 64 m.p.h.) uprooting hundreds of trees and destroying
11,
probably as many caravans on the coast. Gusts up to 74 knots (85m. p.h.)
were reported at Gorleston.
i.e.

By June, some parts of the county were 60mm below average rainfall, but
July thunderstorms yielded up to 85mm on the 19th/20th and 170mm for the
month in the Fakenham- Wells area. However, Burlingham was deficient by
more than

that early in July, allowing for transpiration losses.

was the driest August for 26 years and the sunniest for 14 years. Though
September was wet, the rain was confined to the second half and what little
October had was confined to the middle 10 days. November was the driest for
18 years and the sunniest for 48. December had not been sunnier for 14 years
and on the 16th a force-9 gale, of at least 42 knots (nearly 50 m.p.h.) was
It

recorded.

The year began with

the warmest January for 17 years, followed by a
considerably helped during the power difficulties. The
latter month was the first appreciably wet one since last September. A little snow
fell at the end of February and early March. Drought conditions soon followed
lasting well into April, Taverham with 3.3mm being the lowest for that month
since Mr. Willis recorded 2.5mm in 1893. (This he called .10in.!).

1974

.

warm February which

May had only 2 sunless days and was the sunniest month of the year. With
hot sunshine early in June the soil was sufficiently warmed to produce, unusually,
four consecutive ground temperature minima higher than in the air.
June produced over 75mm of rain from Sandringham to Northrepps while south Norfolk had only half as much. In August
there were only 3 rainless days in mid-Norfolk; despite a wet month the year’s
total, so far, was still about 75mm below average.

Heavy thunderstorms

in

Much

of the rain in September was thundery and therefore erratic, whereas
October was wet throughout and more than double the normal. Several places
had over 1 50mm, much of it due to N W. winds which made it the coldest October
.

since 1917.
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November was again wet all over

the county, the ‘driest’ place being Docking
with over 80mm but at least the cyclonic weather kept temperatures up. Despite
current fears of a coming Ice Age, December was just as warm as October and

warmest December since 1934. The year finished up with most of the weather
criteria just about “all square” with normals.
the

MEADOW SAFFRON
W. Lambley,

P.

Castle

Meadow

Saffron ( Colchicum autumnale)

Norfolk

in the nineteenth

IN

NORFOLK

Museum, Norwich.

is a plant which has been recorded from
and early part of the twentieth century. All these
records are from a restricted area in the heavy boulder clay country of South
Norfolk. It is first mentioned in the Botanists Guide (1805) as being ‘in a meadow
In the Flowering Plants and Birds of Harleston (1888) it was
at Pulham’.
recorded as ‘plentiful in the parish of Pulham St. Mary Magdalen’ by the Rev.
Spencer Fellows. There is also a record for the adjacent parish of Starston.
In Nicholson’s Flora of Norfolk (1914) there is an additional record from Burs-

ton

made by Rev.

J.

W.

Millard in 1908.

has been seen in native woodland at Merton Park near
Watton by Dr. Francis Rose but as there are a number of exotics e.g. Lupinus
sp. and Heracleum mantegazzianum it seems likely that it was planted here.
In recent years

As

it

was the

known

was assumed
to be extinct in the county as a native species. However, in 1974 a site was brought
to the attention of the Norfolk Naturalists Trust by Lady Mann. In this site, in
the parish of Scole, the Colchicum has been known for at least 90 years, and has
been locally known as naked ladies. The plants are growing in three small
meadows on heavy boulder clay which until recently were separated by high
hedges. These meadows have been managed by cutting in late July when the
leaves have withered and the hay either being put in the bullock pen or burnt if
wet and decayed. Fertiliser has not been applied to the meadows nor have they
been sprayed. During the last few years the three meadows have been made into
one by the removal of the hedges and the ditches deepened. Some exotic trees
have also been planted in the meadow e.g. Cedrus sp., and Amelanchier sp. In
part of the meadow nearest a house a number of bulbs have been planted including Fritillaria and Chionodoxa sp. Nevertheless most of the meadow remains
untouched and besides a very large population of Colchicum a number of other
the Burston record

last

record, the species

interesting plants occur including Ophioglossum vulgatum, Listera ovata. Primula
veris

and Arum maculatum. However Orchis morio an associate

sites

appears to be absent.

in

some

Suffolk

curious that such a conspicuous plant should have remained unknown
I consider that this is a native site for
Colchicum for the following reasons.
It is

to botanists for so long, nevertheless

come from

1.

All the old records

2.

That

3.

The meadow has a number of

within a radius of 7 miles of this

it has been known locally for so long
acquired a local name in the village.

Norfolk

e.g.

(at least

,

90 years) and has

now rare in pastures
and Arum maculatum.

plants which are

Ophioglossum Listera ovata

site.

in

In conclusion it is pleasing to report the discovery of a plant previously
considered extinct in an apparently native site in the county.
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AMPHIBIA AND REPTILE RECORDS FROM NORFOLK
John Buckley
Introduction
is the branch of zoology which deals with the study of amphibia
and the word herpetofauna has been coined to refer to species
which belong to this group. The British Isles, excluding the Channel Isles, have
only twelve indigenous species, one frog, two toads, three newts, three lizards
and three snakes; ten of these species and one introduced species occur in
Norfolk. Being a small group, unlike the birds, mammals, and plants, Norfolks’
herpetofauna has received little attention in the past. Usually these species have
only been cursorily mentioned in reports dealing with birds or mammals. In this
paper all the records collected up to the end of 1974 have been gathered together
and presented by species according to the 10km square of the National Grid
in which they occurred.

Herpetology

and

reptiles

Material and Methods

The first attempt to bring together information on the national distribution of the
herpetofauna was made by Taylor (1948) in co-operation with the British Herpetological Society (B.H.S.). Updated versions of these distribution maps were
published by Taylor in 1963. From 1965-70 the Biological Records Centre
(B.R.C.), also in co-operation with the B.H.S., conducted a further national
survey on a 10km. square basis and the provisional results were published in
1973. Taylor’s work proved to be a valuable source of references for older Norfolk herpetofauna records and 1 am grateful to Henry Arnold (B.R.C.) for sending me photo copies of the Norfolk record cards. Recently more detailed studies
have been made nationally to investigate reported declines in the common frog
and the common toad (Cooke 1972a) and the warty newt, natterjack toad, sand
lizard

and smooth snake.

In the past 15 years two surveys have been organised to collect Norfolk
herpetofauna records. The first was conducted by P. R. Banham in 1961 and it is
referred to as the P.R.B. Survey in the text. During this survey records of both
reptiles and amphibians were collected, mainly from members of the Society,
and later a report was duplicated and sent to members. The second survey was
organised by J. J. Sambrooke in 1967 (J.J.S. Survey) when he was a member of
the Nature Conservancy’s Staff in Norwich. The field work for his survey was
carried out by primary schools and only amphibian records were collected. A
copy of this report is retained by the Nature Conservancy, Norwich.

Although reports dealing with the local herpetofauna are few, records have
been gathered from the following books and papers: Paget and Paget, 1834;
Southwell, 1871; Miller and Skertchly, 1878; Clarke, 1897; Gadow, 1904;
Patterson, 1905; Mottram, 1935; Taylor, 1948, 1963; and Ellis, 1965. In addition
the following naturalists publications have proved a useful source of records;
Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists Society, Bulletin of the
Heacham and West Norfolk Naturalists Society, Bulletins of the Norfolk Young
Naturalists and the Gresham Schools’ Natural History Society. The bulk of the
recent records used in this report have been sent to me over the past few years by
members of the N. & N.N. Societv
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Two

recent publications,

of Bie British Isles edited

and Fauna of
in

some

A

Provisional Atlas of the Amphibians and Reptiles
by Henry R. Arnold (1973) and The Changing Flora

Britain edited by D. L.

Hawksworth

(1974) have

cases, to evaluate importance of Norfolk’s

made

it

possible,

Herpetofauna on a national

scale.

In this report the records

have been organised by species and details of the
each 10km square are given. Other records for the same
square have been abbreviated to parish and year. Distribution maps for each
species show from where records have been received and perhaps more important
where records are lacking. The distribution of rare species in Norfolk is now
well known but knowledge of the abundance and distribution of commoner
species is less complete. In the future the aim should be not only to collect more
records to improve our knowledge of the distribution of the herpetofauna but
also to monitor the numbers of each species at particular sites so that future
changes in abundance can be detected.

most recent sightings

in

The Warty

or Great Crested Newt (Tr it urns cristatus)
This newt was described as common by T. Southwell (1871) but other writers
make no comment as to its abundance until this century. Banham (1961) considered it to have a more local distribution than the common newt (T. vulgaris)
and to be most frequent in the northern part of the county, Ellis (1965) described
it as widely distributed in the ponds and marshy dykes bordering the broadland
valleys.

The warty newt is easily distinguished from the two other species of indigenous newt by its soft warty skin which is black/brown above and orange,
spotted with black, below. The fact that, in Norfolk, the warty newt is less frequently recorded than the common newt suggests that it is indeed less abundant.
The Provisional Atlas of Amphibians and Reptiles of the British Isles Biological
Records Centre (1973) shows that the common and warty newt have a similar
distribution in England and Wales. In England both species are generally distributed but there are fewer records from Wales and the S.W. penninsula. The warty
newt may be less abundant than the common or smooth newt because it is less
catholic in its choice of breeding sites preferring reasonably deep ponds and chalk
and clay rather than sandy soils Smith (1954). Prestt et al (1974) suggests that
the warty newt has declined in abundance more severely than the common newt
particularly in S.E. England.
Beebee (1973) blames collecting for the decline of the warty newt in S.E.
England but it is generally assumed that newt populations decline with the loss
of breeding sites. The more serious decline of the warty newt is attributable to
the greater difficulty this species would encounter when trying to find a new

pond

Known

breeding sites
for this species in Norfolk need careful documentation and conservation.
for colonization, after a regular breeding site

is lost.

Triturus cristatus

TE

63.
92.

94.

TG

00.
01.

1971 3rd July, Heachani. Dr.J. Wells.
1961 Brisley Green. Miss D. M. Maxey.
1961 Burnham Thorpe. Dr. Drake Briscoe.
1932 28th May. Found in ponds at Wicklewood. E. A.
1974 Two adult found at Hockering Wood. J. Buckley.
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Ellis.

1971 Single specimen found under log Foxley Wood. R. E. Baker.
1952 Present around Holt. R. M. Holmes.
04. 1967 Recorded at one site in this square. J. J. S. Survey.
10.
1932 Earlham. Bawburgh 1964, 1971 specimens found under a log Wymondham.
J. G. Goldsmith.
11.
1933 Ringland, 1959 Alderford Common, 1964 Three specimens found under a
log Felthorpe Marshes. J. Buckley & J. G. Goldsmith.
12.
1961 One large male found under a discarded sack Buxton Heath. J. Buckley.
14.
1939 Beeston & Sheringham Commons, 1973 Present and breeding Beeston
02.
03.

Common.
20.

F. Farrow.
1963 Swainsthorpe, 1964 Duns ton, 1964 Upper Stoke, 1974 Eaton, Norwich.

E. A. Ellis.

Recorded at one site in this square. J. J. S. Survey.
Rockland St. Mary. E. A. Ellis.
31
Recorded at one site in this square. J. J. S. Survey.
42.
Single adult Bramble Hills, Horsev. P. Buckley.
TL 88.
Thetford. W. G. Clark.
89. 1961 West Tofts. P.R.B. Survey.
90. 1965 Cranworth 1 specimen seen. A. L. Bull.
98. 1973 4th August, two males and one female and one immature found under a log
near Langmere. J. Buckley.
99. 1974 Thompson Common, about 2 dozen four-legged tadpoles found. J. Buckley.
TM 29. 1964 Shotesham, 7 males, 2 females and 2 immatures found in a pond Saxlingham Green, 3 specimens found under a log. J. G. Goldsmith.
22.

30.
.

1967
1974
1967
1969
1897

The Common

or

Smooth Newt

(Tri turns vulgaris )

is the most frequently recorded of the three species in
Norfolk and certainly the most numerous. The Paget’s (1834) considered this
newt to be, “not uncommon”; Southwell (1871) recorded it as common. Patterson (1905) records it as plentiful on the Bure Ronds in the neighbourhood of
Acle, and Ellis considered it as common in ponds and ditches throughout the
Broads area. Banham (1961) however, has indicated that it may have decreased

This species of newt

in

some

areas.

known about

the changes in status of British newts. G. A. C. Bell
within the last 200 years the smooth newt must have increased because of the creation of small field ponds at the time of the enclosures.
Now that small field ponds are being left to become overgrown or filled in
Little is

(in litt.) believes that

presumably the smooth newt

is

declining again in numbers. Beebee (1973),

some areas, could find “little
evidence” of the decline the other two species. Prestt et al (1974) consider that the
smooth newt has fared rather better than the warty or palmate newt over the
last decade or so in England. The smooth newt can still be regarded as a common
species in Norfolk.
whilst recording the decline of warty newts in

Triturus vulgaris

TF

81.

83.

91.
92.

1959 Castle Acre. N.C.M. Records.
1974 26th April one female and one male Syderstone common. J. Buckley.
1961 Beetley/Brisley, 1962 26th April, 6 specimens in pond near Beetley School.
Miss D. M. Maxey.
1962 Brisley, 1963 April 3rd, two specimens in pond Brisley Hill. Miss D. M.

Maxey.
93.
94.

1974 Three in garden pond, Gt. Snoring. Mrs. F. Wylam.
1971 Specimens in breeding condition Wells Pine Woods. P. R. Banham.
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TG

1961 Morley St. Botolph. P.R.B. Survey.
1972-73 One hibernated under a pile of seed boxes at Foxley. A. L. Bull.
03. 1952 Holt, 1959 Holt. N.C.M. Record.
04. 1949-73 Specimens occasionally found dead on road by Snipe's Marsh Cley.
R. A. Richardson.
10.
1961 Hethersett, 1971 Wymondham 1971 Mulbarton, 1972 Colney Hall,
1973 March, Mulbarton. R. E. Baker. 1974 Cringleford. P. Hart.
1.
1961 Attlebridge, 1967 Costessey. J. Buckley & J. G. Goldsmith.
12.
1961 Aylsham, 1973 Corpusty and Saxthorpe. Mrs. I. Brewster.
14.
1973 Beeston Common. F. Farrow.
20.
1969 Caistor St. Edmunds, 1971 Dunston, 1972 March, Thorpe, 1974 Eaton,
Norwich. E. A. Ellis.
30. 1973 Rockland St. Mary. E. A. Ellis.
32. 1961 Ingham. P.R.B. Survey.
40. 1972 June, one female found walking across the railway line near Berney Arms

00.

02.

,

1

J.

41.

Buckley.

1972 Billockby, 1973 Acle, 1973 6th May, one female taken Burgh Common.
R. J. Driscoll.

42.

1961 Winterton Dunes, 1971

Dunes pool.

J. R.

Wax ham Cut,

1 974

July specimens found Winterton
,

Cremona.

1974 North Denes, Yarmouth. E. A. Ellis.
1934 Thetford, 1961 Thetford Chase. P.R.B. Survey.
89. 1961 West Toft and Lynford. P.R.B. Survey.
90. 1960-7 seen fairly frequently at Cranworth. A. L. Bull.
99. 1974 July, specimens Thompson Common. J. Buckley.
08. 1966 15th September, Great Fen, S. Lopham. B. Levey.
09. 1973 six specimens Morley St. Botolph. C. Cuthbert.
19.
1973 Flordon Common. E. A. Ellis.
39. 1971 26th September, one specimen Hardley Floods. J. G. Goldsmith.

51.

TL

TM

88.

Palmate Newt

(

Triturus helveticus)

The

distribution of this species may not be perfectly known but it certainly
appears to be rare in this county. Miller and Skertchly (1878) had no record of it
being found in the fens and the only 19th century record for this species comes
from Sparham. Patterson (1905) makes no reference to the palmate newt in his
book Nature in Eastern Norfolk, but Ellis (1965) mentions it as occurring at

Brumstead and Herringfieet.

The

distribution of this species in Britain contrasts with that of the warty

newt and smooth newt;
but relatively

widely distributed in Wales and the S.W. penninsula
Eastern England. The abundance of the palmate
consistent with the pattern in the distribution of this species
it is

uncommon

newt in Norfolk is
throughout the British

in

Isles.

Triturus helveticus

TG

01.
03.
40.
42.

1870-71 Sparham F Norgate. Trans. Nor. & Norf. Nat. Soc. Vol. I,p82.
1952 Recorded at Gresham School and near the river Glaven. R. M. Holmes.
1933 31st May. Five specimens taken from a dyke at Burgh Castle, near the
Grange. E. A. Ellis.
1967 January. “ Half a dozen Palmate Newts found hibernating in the rotten
end of a ligger" Calthorpe Broad. J. J. Sambrooke.

The Common Toad (Bufo bufo)
This species was formerly simply described
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as,

“common” by

Southwell in 1871.

widely distributed, but it is less common than in
abundance has not been so dramatic as
that of the common frog. Banham (1961) reports a decrease at seven sites, an
increase at two and no change at ten. Cooke (1972a) considers that the common
toad declines were probably spatially and temporally similar to those of the

Today

it is still

common and

the 1940’s (Ellis, 1965).

common

The

decline in

frog.

Bufo bufo

TF

51.
61.
62.

63.

1967 one site in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1962 April 11th, spawn Wilton Woods, Bawsey. J. Winterton.
1936 & 1967 recorded in this square, 1971 Castle Rising. D. V. Ovenden.
1967 and 1969, 1972 4th April, one pair in amplexus seen crossing road, Ringstead
J.

G. Goldsmith.

1963 Holme, 1967 Hunstanton. P. R. Cobb.
70. 1966 Stoke Ferry, 1967 at two sites. J.J.S. Survey.
71. 1965 28th March, Castle Acre. F. H. Perrin.
72. 1926 Grimston, 1967 at four sites. J.J.S. Survey.
73. 1967 Docking. E. M. Daines.
74. 1967 Holme Bird Observatory. P. R. Cobb.
81. 1974 25th August, Litcham Common, J. Buckley.
83. 1972 April 25th, 10 pairs plus spawn, Syderstone. D. L. Ovenden.
84. 1973 Dykes near Holkham Bay, breeding. P. R. Banham.
90. 1961 present, 1967 at 2 sites. J. J.S. Survey.
91. 1967 at five sites, 1974 Dereham. Miss D. M. Maxey.
92. 1961 Brisley, 1967 at one site. J.J.S. Survey.
94. 1967 present at 2 sites, 1973 near Wells. P. R. Banham.
TG 00. 1960-67 seen regularly Calvelly Hall Gravel Pit. A. L. Bull.
01
1962 7th April, one specimen and spawn. Bylaugh. S. E. Lodge. Miss D. M. Maxey.
03. 1952 Holt, 1972 Briston & Corpusty, 1973 Holt. P. Hart.
04. 1960 Salthouse, 1961 Bayfield, 1967 at 3 sites in this square, 1968 28th April,
64.

M

.

Cley. P. K. Kinnear.
10.

1961 Hethersett, 1971 Mulbarton, R. E. Baker. 1972 Colney, 1973 Cringleford.
E. T. Daniels.

11.

1957 Drayton, 1961 Attlebridge, 1967 at 8

sites,

1974 Costessey. Miss E.

M.

Buttery.
12.

1961 Aylsham, 1967 Aylshaml Blickling, 1967 at 6

sites in this square.

J.J.S.

Survey.
1

3.

14.

20.

21.
22.
23.
30.
31.

32.

1967 at 3 sites, 1973 Corpusty. Mrs. 1. Brewster.
1967 at one site, 1973 Beeston Common. F. Farrow.
1961 Stoke Holy Cross, 1970 84 road casualties Caistor St. Edmunds, 1974
Thorpe. Miss E. M. Buttery.
1961 Catton, Sprowston, 1967 recorded at 3 sites in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1967 at 9 sites in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1961 North Walsham, 1967 recorded at 6 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1933 Strumpshaw, 1967 at 3 sites in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1970 How Hill, Ludham, 1971 Hoveton, 1973 South Walsham, 1973 Large
numbers breeding Upton Broad. G. Coupland.
1926 and 1961 Ingham, 1967 at 9 sites, 1971 Mill Farm, Happisburgh. M. W.

42.

Ferguson.
1961 Potter Heigham, 1967 Hemsby, 1968 Ormesby, 1968 Winterton, 1972 Acle,
Burgh Common, Fishley Hall, 1973 Abundant at Fleggburgh. E. A. Ellis.
1967 at 3 sites, 1970 Horsey, 1971 Waxham, 1972 May, Winterton Dunes

50.

N.N.R. L. Bensley.
1936 Southtown, Gt. Yarmouth. E. A.

51.

1951/2 Caister-on-Sea, 1961 Caister.

41.
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J.

Ellis.

Woolston.

TL

1967 at one site in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1897 Thetford 1967 at 5 sites, 1972 Croxton, 13th July, two adults and hundreds
of toadlets. E. Combe.
89. 1961 West Tofts. N.N.N.S. record.
98. 1963 East Wretham,
1973 4th August, one dead adult and young toadlets,
79.

88.

,

Ringtnere. J. Buckley.

1961 Thompson andWretham, 1973 4th August young toad Stow Bedon Common.

99.

Buckley.
1961 South Lopham, 1967 present at two sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1967 at one site, 1973 Attleborough and Morley St. Botolph. C. Cuthbert.
1967 recorded at two sites in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1910 Flordon Common, 1961 Great Moulton, 1967 at one site in this square.

J.

TM 08.
09.
18.

19.

J.J.S. Survey.
29.

1967 two sites recorded in this square. J.J.S. Survey.
1961 Shotesham, 1967 recorded at 8 sites in this square. J.J.S. Survey.

49.

1971 Frit ton, Suffolk. R. Foster.

28.

The Natterjack Toad (Bufo calamita )
At one time Norfolk and Suffolk possessed numerous, and often very large,
natterjack toad colonies along the coast and on suitable inland areas. The Pagets
(1834) recorded this species as “common in gardens in and about the town (Yarmouth), and
the

but

in

dry heathy lanes at Belton,

same when Arthur Patterson wrote
Ellis

his

Oby and

c.”

The

situation

was much

book Nature

(1965) records that “since the 1930’s

it

in Eastern Norfolk (1905),
has disappeared from many of

Ellis (in litt) knew of 12 localities from Bawdsey to
but 3 are now extinct. Southwell (1871) speaking of the whole of
Norfolk considered the natterjack to be “more local than rare, being found

its

former haunts.” E. A.

Holkham;

all

abundantly

in

many

places”. In the west of the county Miller

and Skertchly

(1878) had specimens collected for them from Wooton and near Hunstanton.
In 1961 Paul Banham had reports of only three colonies, two coastal and one
inland. Now four colonies are known, two coastal and two inland. Dr. Beebee
(1974) considers that all four colonies are declining and certainly natterjacks are
less common at these sites than formerly. At the two coastal sites 1973 was a
successful breeding season, but the situation at the inland sites is not really

known.
In W. Europe the natterjack is widely distributed from sea level to 4,000ft.,
but in Britain it is now found only near sea level and it is confined to light sandy
soils where shallow, unshaded pools, suitable for breeding, occur. At most of its
sites in Britain the natterjack has declined, but the declines have been most
severe at inland sites.

The last major inland area for natterjack toads was on the London Basin
and Wealden Heaths. Studies by Corbett have shown that by 1972 all colonies
colony was reduced from several hundred
pairs to only four pairs. The colonies around Frensham and even the large
population extending from Woking to Wisley are extinct. At an earlier date

were extinct except one, and that

this

colonies in Dorset and S. Hampshire became extinct.

The main

sites for this species in Britain are

now

the

W.

Lancashire Coast

between Southport and Altcar, the Ravenglass Sand Dunes, and the North and
South shores of the Solway Firth. Norfolk has two important sites.
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The decline has been so dramatic that outside Norfolk there
natterjack colony in Southern and Eastern England (Beebee 1974).
The

is

only one

decline of the natterjack in southern Britain cannot be attributed to a

single cause, but

human

interference

is

the major one. This species has suffered

from destruction of habitat, collecting, gassing of rabbit burrows, fires, afforestation of heathland and drainage, and at coastal sites colonies have suffered from
the increasing use of sand dunes by tourists. Ellis (in litt) points out that in
eastern England whilst some habitat has been destroyed much of it still appears
relatively undisturbed, and he suggests that contributory factors to the decline
might be the severe winters of 1947, 1963 and the use of heavy machinery on the
land.

Natterjacks in this country require shallow unshaded pools for spawning

and tadpole development. Since the natterjack

is confined to sandy habitats, the
breeding pools frequently dry out before the natterjack tadpoles metamorphose,
and a bad breeding season results. Sporadic breeding success has been a feature
of natterjack colonies but now that colonies are becoming smaller and more
confined a series of bad years could possibly render a colony non-viable (Prestt

et.al. 1974).

The most up

shows that most (4/5) of
and eastern England are in Norfolk.
Clearly it is of considerable importance that the Norfolk sites are given adequate
protection and that measures are taken to encourage the breeding success of
the toads. All four Norfolk colonies are at sites where there is no immediate
threat of development, but this does not mean that the sites will remain suitable
without active conservation. Adequate conservation measures have been taken
at the sites in TF84 and TG42, but the colony in TF83 lacks a permanent breeding site. A number of temporary pools exist, but until a permanent pond is
constructed breeding success will be erratic. The last record of newly metamorphosed young at this site is 1969 and a visit in the 1974 breeding season only
revealed one old (?) male toad; but of course others may have been unobserved.
to date information, Beebee (1974)

the remaining natterjack colonies in southern

All the evidence suggests that this colony

dying out, perhaps close to extinction,
but the establishment of a permanent breeding pond could save the colony.

The

is

TF62 site is unknown Presst et. al. (1974) suggests
may have occurred there, but no details are given in their

situation at the

re-introduction

that a
paper.

Bufo calamita

TF

62.
83.

84.

TG

1973, 16th September. One adult specimen found at this site. R. J. Hornby.
1969, 29th July. Adults and juveniles seen at this site. A. L. Bull. 1969, 6th September, two newly metamorphosed young seen. P. R. Banham. 1974, R. Pullen.
1973 Successful breeding, more than 2,000 tadpoles completed metamorphoses.
C. Johnson.

1970/71 Cley East Bank, reports per J. G. Goldsmith.
1939 recorded on a species list for Bees ton & Sheringham Commons. M. Dawnes.
20. 1833 specimens found at Framingham Earl, where it was described as “formerly
toleraby abundant." S. Woodward. Also found by S. Woodward "in the loose
sand in the chalk pit near the Lunatic Asylam, Thorpe."
21. 1833 several specimens taken at St. Faiths. Sam Woodward writing to J. E.
04.
14.

40.

Longdon.
Reedham colony probably

Recorded in 1930
sunny hedgerow at Belton, E. Suffolk.

extinct 1952, R. P. Bagnall-Ocikley.

by F. H. Ashton. 1932 dozens seen
E. A. Ellis.
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in

42.
51

.

1973 successful breeding year at this site. Nature Conservancy.
1960 August. One found on a rubbish heap at Caister-on-Sea.

Common

J.

G. Goldsmith.

Frog (Rana temporariu)

Undoubtedly the common frog breeds in every 10km square in the county and a
lack of a record does not indicate an absence of frogs. Previous writers have recorabout the 1930’s but it is interesting to note that Miller &
Skertchly (1878) record it as, “not so abundant as formerly in the fens, because

ded

it

as

abundant

until

of drainage.” The reasons for the post-1930 decline in this species, are not fully
understood. Banham (1961) recorded a decline at fourteen sites in east and central
Norfolk, no change at two sites and an increase at three sites. The 1967 survey
organised by Sambrooke recorded a decline at ten sites and an increase at three
sites. The present situation appears to be that the common frog is still widely
distributed throughout the county, in some localities it is scarce, and only perhaps at a few sites, is it as common as it was 30 to 40 years ago.

Cooke

I

(1972a) considers that in Norfolk a moderate decrease took place
in the years 1956-60, a severe decrease in the five years 1961-1965, and a further
moderate decrease from 1966-1970. Savage (1961) regarded that in the 1930’s
-1940’s an average frog density would be 5 adults per acre. Cooke gives a value
of 0.1 adult frogs/acre for Norfolk, and lower values for Huntingdonshire,
Huddersfield area of Yorkshire, and the Isle of Wight. If these figures are to be
as realistic, then the frog population has been reduced from something
like l/50th of its original size in the last 30 to 40 years.

Taken

I

Rana temporaria

TF

60.
61

.

62.

63.
64.
70.
71.

72.

73.
74.
83.
84.

90.

91

.

1967
1967
1966
1967

recorded at one site. J.J.S. Survey.
recorded at 3 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
Gaywood, 1967 recorded at 5 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
present at one site. J.J.S. Survey.
1963, August, Hunstanton. A. Woodrow.
1960's seen Foulden Common. A. L. Bull.
1966 Petney Common, near Narrborough 1967 recorded at three
,

sites. J.J.S.

Survey.
1967 recorded at 7 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1967 April, Docking. E. M. Dams.
1967 19th June, Holme Bird Observatory. P. R. Clarke.
1967 at three sites, 1972 15th April spawn at Syderstone Common. D. L. Ovenden.
1967 recorded at 6 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1961 Watton, 1967 recorded at 5 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1961 East Bilney, 1964 East Dereham, 1967 Seaming Fen. 1967 recorded at 7
Survey.
1961-62-65 Brislev, 1967 recorded at 8 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1973 August 15th, froglets, Gt. Snoring. Mrs. Wylam.
1967 at 11 sites, 1973 Wells. P. R. Banham.

sites. J.J.S.

92.
93.
94.

TG

00.

01

.

02.
03.
04.

I960 Runhall. P. R. Banham.
1967 recorded at 7 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1967 recorded at one site. J.J.S. Survey.
1952 Holt, 1954 Bavfield, 1972 BristonICorpusty, 1973 March, Holt. P. Hart.
1937 Kelling, 1961 Cley, 1967 at 5 sites, 1969 May, Cley to Salthouse. A. B.
Barrett.

10.

1961 Wymondham, Hethersett, 1971 Cringleford, Mulbarton, 1972 Keswick,
1973 21st March, spawning at Mulbarton. R. E. Baker.
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1

1

.

12.

1

3.

14.

20.

21.
22.

23.

24.
30.

31.

32.

40.

41

.

42.

1960 Attlebridge, 1965 Horsford, 1967 at 22 sites, 1969 Old Costessey. Biological
Records Centre, Monkwood.
1932 Heydon, 1961 Aylsham, 1967 at 5 sites, 1969 April, breeding in new pool,
Buxton Heath. J. Buckley.
1967 recorded at 11 sites. 1967 April, 40 clumps of spawn, Pond Hills. J. Buckley.
1967 recorded at one site. 1971 April 5 th, spawn Beeston St. Lawrence. J. Buckley.
1967 Caistor St. Edmunds and at 5 other sites, 1970 Dunston, Tow Path, Norwich,
1972 Pound Lane, Thorpe, 1973 present Poringland Village Pond. E. A. Ellis.
1947 Hainford, 1961 Catton Grove. 1967 recorded at 3 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
1741-1925 Sratton Strawless, 1967 at 15 sites, 1971 205 specimens dead on road
between Coltishall and Swanton Abbott. E. A. Ellis.
I960 North Walsham, 1967 recorded at 14 sites, 1968 30th April numerous
tadpoles Knapton Hall Lake. J. G. Goldsmith.
1967 at one site, 1967 April, spawn, Cromer. J. Buckley.
1967 at 7 sites, 1970 spawn, Wheatfen. J. G. Goldsmith.
1970 Hoveton, 1971 Ludham, 1972 Salhouse, 1973 South Walsham, 1973
breeding at Upton Broad. G. Coupland.
1961 Ingham, 1964 Lessingham, 1967 at 9 sites, 1970 Bacton Wood, 1971 Mil!
Farm, Happisburgh. M. W. Ferguson.
1972 recorded in this square. R. J. Driscoll & A. J. Lees.
1961 Potter Heigham, 1966 Hickling, 1967 Hemsby, 1968 Ormesby, 1972 Fishley,
1973 Acle, 1973 recorded breeding at Stokesby. G. Coupland.
1967 at 6 sites, 1970 Horsey, 1972 May 15th breeding Winterton N.N.R.
L. Bensley.

50.

51.

TL

88.

98.
99.

1936 Southtown, Gt. Yarmouth. E. A. Ellis.
1951152, 1961 Caister, 1974 North Denes, Yarmouth. E. A.
1897 Thetford, 1961 Lynford, 1966 Langmere, 1967 at 4
1960's recorded in this square. A. L. Bull.
1937 Caston, 1973 August 4th, Stow Bedon

Common.

TM

Ellis.
sites. J.J.S.

Common. 1974

July,

Survey.

Thompson

Buckley.
08. 1937 Kenninghall, 1961 Banham, 1966 S. Lopham, 1967 at 4 sites, 197 1 one adult
S. Lopham. J. G. Goldsmith.
09. 1967 recorded at 6 sites, 1973 Morley St. Botolph. C. Cuthbert.
1967 at 8 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
8.
19.
1910 Flordon Common, 1961 Great Moulton, 1967 at 12 sites, 1968 Forncett
St Peter, 1972 June, Flordon Common. R. E. Baker.
28. 1967 at 18 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
29. 1967 at 8 sites. J.J.S. Survey.
39. 1961 Hedenlwm, 1968 spawn in dyke at Chedgrave Common. J. G. Goldsmith.
J.

1

The Edible Frog ( Rana

esculent a)

The

edible frog has been recorded

still

exists at

one of these

sites.

from at least six sites in Norfolk, and a colony
At the end of the last century there was some

discussion as to whether these colonies might in fact be residual populations of
native animals, but there has never been much doubt that their presence has
resulted

from the introduction of animals

earlier in the 19th century.

Gadow, in 1904, claims to have heard edible frogs calling during the breeding season of 1883, at Hickling Broad, but no more details of this sighting are
available.

The main records

for this species result

from the

activity of Professor Alfred

Newton. When travelling from Thetford to Scoulton, with his brother, he
discovered a colony of edible frogs in the parish of Rockland All Saints. Edible
frogs are difficult to catch and he was hard pressed to secure four individuals.
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with the aid of his umbrella

Three of the specimens died and were sent to the
Norfolk & Norwich Museum, but unfortunately they are no longer in the collection. Following the discovery of this colony on the 8th June 1853, Prof. Newton
lost no time in sending Mr. J. H. Gurney the news. Mr. Gurney knew that Mr.
George Berney of Morton Hall, Norwich, had imported large numbers of edible
frogs, and in 1859 Mr. Berney sent Prof. Newton details of his introductions.
Apparently Mr. Berney had visited Paris in 1837 and brought home some two
hundred frogs and a great quantity of spawn. These were deposited in the ditches
of the meadows at Morton, in some ponds at Hockering and some were placed
in the fens at Foulden, near Stoke Ferry. The frogs did not like the Morton
Meadows and some travelled 1 § miles to ponds at the top of Honingham Heights.
!

In 1841 he imported another batch from Brussels, and in 1842, 1,300 were
brought over from St. Omer and dispersed at the above sites, and many hundreds
were put into the fens at Foulden and in the neighbourhood. The colony at
Rockland All Saints was undoubtedly descended from Mr. Berney’s importations. In 1869 Mr. Southwell visited the site of this colony but could not see or
hear any frogs. Nothing more was heard of edible frogs in this area until 30th
May 1875, when Prof. Newton, in the company of Lord Walsingham, discovered
a colony near Stow Bedon Station on the Thetford & Watton Railway. One
specimen was taken at this site and deposited at the Norwich Museum. Lord
Walsingham made enquiries about the status of this species in the neighbourhood
and found it to be “pretty generally diffused”. Richard Lubbock visited the area
and was unsuccessful in his search, but later he did receive several specimens from
the area and considered them to be “generally dispersed over an extent of several
miles.” Both Newton and Lubbock considered them to be well established in the
area. In 1898 Boulenger recorded them as still abundant between Thetford and
Scoulton, but in 1951 Malcolm Smith considered that edible frogs no longer
existed in Norfolk. However, unknown to most people, a colony presumably
persisted in this locality. About 1960 Paul Banham received reports of Edible
Frogs in this region but he dismissed them amongst a host of spurious claims. In
1966 the frogs were rediscovered at 3 ponds in this area during a Norfolk and
Norwich Naturalists Society botanical excursion. Specimens were photographed
by George Garrod and, in the same year, two juveniles were brought to a society
meeting and later returned to the colony.

Provisional Distribution Atlas for Reptiles and Amphibians shows that
10km squares in England with post 1960 edible frog recrecords
are north of a line from the Bristol Channel to the Stow,
ords. Only three
and of these the Norfolk site in TL 99 is the most northerly.

The

there are only eighteen

The colony was visited in 1974 and two systematic counts were made, on
30th July 38 individuals were seen and on 7th August 42 frogs. Edible frog tadpoles were caught and released on both dates. Investigation of other suitable
habitat in this 10km square has resulted in the finding of two smaller sites with
edible frogs.

Rana esculenta

TG

10

1837, 1841, 1842. In these years, Mr. George Berney of Morton Hall.
of introductions in the ditches at Morton (TG 1 1) and in some ponds
at Hockering (TG10). It is interesting that Mr. Berney records a movement by
some frogs of 1\ miles from the ditches at Morton to ponds at the top of Honingham Heights (TG11). There is an unconfirmed record of Edible Frogs being

and

11.

made a

series

181

)

at

Hockering

in the early 1960's but I consider

42.

TL

88.

79.

99.

Marsh Frog Rana

TG

20.

it

unlikely that they

still

exist

Many ponds

which were formerly suitable have been spoiled by
the growth of vegetation around their margins, and the general lowering of the
water table for agricultural purposes.
1883 Gadow (1904) claims to have heard edible frogs during the breeding season
at Hick ling Broad. No further details are given and this record must be regarded
as doubtful.
Ellis (1957) writing in the Eastern Daily Press records that Mr. Buxton had a
small colony of edible frogs in his garden pond at Thetford and that it is not known
whether these frogs established themselves in the wild.
1837, 1841, 1842. During these years introductions of edible frogs “ into the
fens at Foulden, near Stoke Ferry" were made by Mr. Berney. “ Many hundreds"
were released but there are no recent records of edible frogs in this locality.
1853, 1875, 1960's, 1966, 1974. There is little question that the presence of edible
frogs in 10km square is due to the original introductions by Mr. Berney in 1830' s40's and that doubts of their continued existence. Smith (1951) and Leutscher
(1975) are unfounded. Richard Lubbuck 1879 considered the edible frogs to be
"pretty generally dispersed over an extent of several miles." Since then the suitable
habitat has become fragmented and two isolated colonies are known in addition to
the main colony. A confidential report on R. esculenta in Norfolk has been
deposited with the Nature Conservancy Council and the Castle Museum at
Norwich.
at this locality.

ridibunda

1960. At about this time some 20 specimens, collected from Romsey Marsh,
were released on the marshes at Mile Cross, Norwich, by Mr. Terry Easter.
Details of this introduction need clarification but there is some evidence that they
bred on the marshes during the early 60' s. A search in 1974 failed to reveal any

specimens.

The Slow-Worm ( Anguis

fragilis

In 1871 T. Southwell recorded this species as not
in dry

woods and other recorders

in the late

uncommon on

heath sand

19th century agree with him.

Banham

(1961) observed that records collected during his survey were from an
area running NW/SE through Norwich. Patterson (1905) only found it very
locally and Ellis (1965) records few specimen in broadland except in village

churchyards.

The 1973 Atlas

Map show that the slow worm is a widely

distributed species

in England, Scotland and Wales. Prestt et al (1974) consider that it is not an
endangered species, but that in some parts of the country local decreases have

occurred.
Anguis

TF

fragilis

71.

91.

TG

00.
03.

04.
I

1

.

1974 Pregnant female seen East Winch Common. J. Buckley
1961 East Bilney, 1963 August, one small specimen, GressenhaU Green. Miss
D. M. Maxey.
1960 Runhall, P.R.B. Survey.
1952 Holt Lowes, 1959 & 1961 Holt, 1970 one dead on lane between Briston and
Corpusty. A. R. M. Palmer.
1961 Salthouse, 1971 May, one found dead Walsey Hills, Clev. J. Reynolds.
1961 Attlebridge, 1965 Felthorpe, 1972 Costessey, 1974 Old Costessey abundant.
E. A. Ellis.

12.

1957 Aylsham, 1961 & 66 Buxton Heath, 1968 August 21st Buxton Heath,
1974 April, Buxton Heath. Society record.
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)

1972 recorded in this square by M. J. Bishop.
1973 August 25th, one specimen Beeston Common. F. Farrow.
20. 1956-59 & 70 Caistor St. Edmunds, 1961 Stoke Holy Cross, 1964 Upper Stoke,
Norwich Cemetery, 1970 Bramerton, 1973 ten specimens, Swainsthorpe, 1974
Bowthorpe Cemetery. F. H. Ashton.
21. 1961 Mousehole1 Heath, 1961 Sprowston. J. T. Turner.
23. 1961 North Walsham. N.N.N.S Record.
24. 1963 one specimen, Cromer. D. Thurling.
30. 1974 Rockland St. Mary. E. A. Ellis.
32. 1972 26th August. One dead on road East Ruston. R. Gribble.
50. 1959 Gorleston. N.C.M. record.
13.

14.

TL

88.

TM

09.
18.
19.

28.
39.

49.

1911 Thetford. G. T. Rope.
1960 Morley. P.R.B. Survey.
1870-71 Burston. Rev. H. T. Frere.
1964 var colchicha recorded. H. R. Arnold.
1967 Alburgh. N.C.M. record.
1961 Locldon, 1973 Hedenham. R. J. Hornby.
1971 Frit ton, 1974 Haddiscoe. E. A. Ellis.

Sand Lizard ( Lacerta

agilis

East Ruston Common (TG. 32) is the only site where this species has been said
to exist. This record was made by Mr. Bird and is recorded in E. J. Rope’s
“Reptiles of Suffolk” 1934. I am grateful to Mr. Arnold for sending me details
of this record. Both Dr. E. A. Ellis and I consider that this record is probably
erroneous.

Common

Lizard ( Lacerta vivipara)

This species was described by T. Southwell (1871) as frequent on heaths, hedgebanks and dry places. Banham (1961) suggested that there was some decrease
on the coastal dunes but elsewhere it was as common as ever. Ellis (1965)
writing of Broadland, records it as fairly common and widespread on heaths,
sandhills and present on many of the river and marsh walls. Undoubtedly the
number of suitable sites had decreased since 1871, but where these habitats exist
this species can still be described as common.
Lacerta vivipara

TF

61

.

62.

63.
71.
72.

1974, 26th July. Several seen East Winch Common. J. Buckley.
1962 Gaywood. 1966 King's Lynn. 1968, 7th July, Wolverton Bog. K. C. Durrant.
1960 Snettisham, 1966 Dersingham, 1968 Heacham & Snettisham. A. N. Cobb.
1967 August, West Acre. P. R. Cobb.
1974 22nd August. Adult female about 2 years old, Grimston Heath. J. Buckley,

Ismay.
1974 recorded in this square. J. Buckley.
1967 Brancaster, 1971 Holme, 1971 28th August, two specimens Brancaster.

J.

73.
74.

S. Tansey.
81.
84.

90.

91.
92.
93.

1974 25th August, Litcham Common. J. Buckley.
1965 Holkham, 1966 Burnham Deepdale, 1968 10th October, specimens seen
Holkham. Dr. D. W. Wells.
1960-67 Cranworth. A. L. Bull.
1961 July, Beet ley. Miss D. M. Maxey.
1962 23rd April, Brisley. Miss D. M. Maxey.
1961 Binham. Mr. Scott.
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94.

TG

00.

01.
03.
04.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

20.

21.

22.
23.
24.
30.

31.
32.
33.

40.

41.

1973 Wells Dunes. P. R. Banham.
1957 Runhall, 1958 South Farm Mattishall. P.R.B. Survey.
1961 Two-tailed specimen seen at Mattishall. P.R.B. Survey.
1952 Holt Lowes, 1961 Holt. P.R.B. Survey.
1968 25th August, one juvenile, Kelling Heath. J. Buckley.
1966 Bowthorpe and Bawburgh. 1972 June, Colney Hall Marshes. R. E. Baker.
1960 Attlebridge, 1961 & 1964 Felthorpe, 1966 Horsford, 1966 August 6th,
1 specimen Taverham Pits. J. Buckley and J. G. Goldsmith.
1936 Buxton Heath, 1961 Aylsham, 1969 many specimens seen Buxton Heath,
Hevingham. J. Buckley.
1971 Aldborough. Mrs. Brewster.
1968 24th 3 adutls and 1 juvenile, Beeston Common. J. Buckley.
1964 and 1970 Eaton, 1967 Norwich Cemetery, 1973 Swainsthorpe, 1974 June,
20 specimens, Eaton. E. T. Daniels.
1961 Sprowston, 1962 Stratton Strawless, 1965 Mousehold Heath, 1973 July l
specimen Hellesdon. F. H. Ashton.
1973 15th September, one specimen, Gt. Hautbois. R. N. Pigot.
1957 North Walsham. N.N.N.S. record.
1903 Cromer. G. R. Leighton.
1933 28th March. One specimen, Buckenham. E. A. Ellis.
1970 How Hill, Ludham. 1970 August 8th, one adult female, Irstead. J. Buckley
1974 East Ruston, 1974 Crostwight Heath. J. G. Goldsmith.
1965 Walcott, 1971 Happisburgh. M. W. Ferguson.
1972 24th April. One specimen, Reedham. E. A. Ellis.
1961 Martham, Ormesby St. Michael, 1972 two males and one female, Flegg,

burgh. R.
42.

50.

J.

Driscoll.

1961 Dunes from Hemsby to Horsey 1964, 1972 and 1973 Hickling, 1966.
Calthorpe Broad, 1967 Sea Palling, 1970 &\72 Winterton Dunes, 1973 Winterton
Dunes. G. Coupland.
1957 Gorleston, 1967 16th April, one specimen, Breydon Water. Norfolk Young
Naturalists.

1951 & 52 Caister-by-sea. 1962 July, several Hemsby Great Valley Dunes.
Buckley.
69. 1960 Hargham Heath. P.R.B. Survey.
88. 1847 Thetford, 1917 Thetford. G. A. Boulenger.
89. 1961 Lynford. P.R.B. Survey.
98. 1967 6th July, Bridgham Heath, 1974 May, E. Wretham. E. A. Ellis.
99. 1974 Juvenile seen Thompson Common. J. G. Goldsmith.
08. 1934 Garboldisham. E. J. Rope.
09. 1960
or ley. P.R.B. Survey.
19.
1910 Flordon Common, 1973 Thurston. R. J Hornby.
28. 1934 Needham. E. J. Rope.
51.

J.

TL

TM

M

.

39.

Hedingham. Miss Riches.

49.

1961 Fritton, Suffolk. R. Foster.

Grass Snake

(

Natrix natrix)

common as formerly,
Skertchly
quote
is as very common
but
(1878)
in all paxts of the fens. Patterson (1905) found the grass snake common at Belton,
Fritton and Acle. Banham (1961) suggested that this species is most common in
Broadland. Ellis (1965) however, considered it distinctly rare in the greater part
In 1871 T. Southwell considered this species not to be as
still

abundant

in places. Miller

&

of the Broads, but that in the vicinity of the Yare and
becoming more abundant and widespread.
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Waveney

they were

snake has a more restricted range of habitats than the
remains in close proximity to water and at lower altitudes. In Britain
it is confined to part of the country south of latitude 54°, 40’ N. Prestt et al.
(1974) considers it to be widely distributed and locally common, but there are
suggestions of declines in some places.
In Britain the grass

ldder,

I

i

|

it

Natrix natrix

TF

1965
1961 one specimen Gaywood. S. Baxter.
1972 August. Several specimens Foulden Common. P. Hart.
1968 12th August. One specimen Narborough Gravel Pits. P. R. Cobb.

62.

,

70.
71.

Wat ton. N.N.N.S

90.

TG

03.
04.
11

.

14.

20

.

21

.

record.

October. One specimen, Bawdeswell Heath. T. J. Turner.
2 records for the Holt area. R. M. Holmes.
26th May, Watsey Hills, Cley, the first recorded locally. R. A. Richardson.
two specimens, Drayton. R. Carter.
1965, five specimens, Bodham Common. R. Carter.
1933 Carrow, Norwich, 1961 Caistor and Lakenham, 1962 Kirby Bedon, 1969
Trowse and Thorpe, 1970 Wliitlingham Sewage Farm, 1972 one specimen Poring-

1961
1952
1973
1965

02.

land. J. G. Goldsmith.

30.

31.
32.
33.

40.

41.

1961 Sprowston Churchyard. T. J. Turner.
1960 Brundall, 1961 Blofield, 1971 Cantley and Surlingham, 1972 Wheatfen,
1974 several specimens Wheatfen. E. A. Ellis.
1963 Ludham, 1973 Upton & South Walsham.
1974 Dilham. E. A. Ellis. 1974 several specimens seen Upton. J. Buckley.
1974 May, 1 specimen, Mundesley. Miss C. Penniall.
1962 Reedham, 1963 Freethorpe, 1966 21st May, one specimen Halvergate
Marshes. J. Buckley & J. G. Goldsmith.
1963 Acle, 1964 Runham, 1968 Ormesby Broad, 1968, 1972 sloughed skin

found Burgh Common.
50.

51.

Young

TL

69.

88

.

89.

R. J. Driscoll.

1972 Yarmouth, 1973 one specimen Southtown and five specimens Cobholm,
Yarmouth. R. J. Driscoll.
1961 Caister by sea, 1967 22nd August, one specimen Caister by sea. Norfolk
1971
1897
1974
1961

Naturalists.

July 3rd, one specimen Hilgav. A. E. Vine.
Thetford, 1961 Santon Downham &Lynford, 1970& 1973 Santon Downham
16th June, Grimes Graves. Society Outing.
Mundford& Cranwich, 1967 October 10th, one specimen Mundford. N.C.M.

record.

1897 Roudham Heath, 1973& 74 sloughed skins found Ringmere. Mrs. Marriot,
confirmed J. Buckley.
99. 1973 August, Thompson Common, seen by local farmer. J. Buckley.
18. 1960 Diss, 1974 7th April, one specimen Dickleburgh. E. T. Daniels.
28. 1967 October 3rd, one specimen Alburgh. N.C.M. record.
29. 1900 one specimen Woodton. P.R.B. Survey.
39. 1960 Geldeston, 1961 Hales & Heckingham. P.R.B. Survey.
49. 1971 September, one specimen Herringfieet, Suffolk. R. Foster.

98.

TM

Italian

TM

29.

Grass Snake. Natrix natrix
1964 29th July a 38in. specimen was killed on the road at Kirstead and identified
bv Dr. E. A. Ellis. Undoubtedly this specimen had escaped from captivity having
probably been bought from a pet shop.

\dder {Viper a berus)
T.

Southw ell (1871) records

Patterson (1905) records

it

this species as frequent on heaths and waste places.
from the North Denes, Belton and Fritton. In 1961
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most of the records come from heaths of the Cromer Ridge and the area N.W.
of Norwich. Ellis (1965) says that, “it was formerly very common roundabout
the broads of the Thurne and Ant, where it is still found there, in much smaller
numbers. Today its main stronghold lies in the coast dunes and the adjacent
heaths and sub-maritime fens.” With rough land becoming less frequent this
species is mainly confined to dunes and heathland.
In Great Britain the adder

is

widely distributed and found in a variety of

mountain and moorlands in upland
woodland and boggy valleys
elsewhere inland. In England and Wales the adder is widespread and locally
common, and it is widespread in Scotland. There is, however a paucity of records
from a wide diagonal belt of country extending from Mid-Lancashire in the
N.W. through South Lancashire, across the plane of the Midlands to Camhabitats which include

cliffs,

coastal marshes,

areas and chalk downland, lowland heath, open

bridgeshire in the S.E. This stretch of country contains
habitats for adders in the country, Prestt

et. al.

some of the least suitable

(1974).

Vipera berus

TF

62.

7

.

72.
80.
83.

90.

TG

03.
04.

1

1.

12.

14.

20.
21.
22.

1961, 1970 Roycion, 1973 16th September, one small specimen Roydon Com'
mon. J. R. Hornby.
1974 26th July, one adult East Winch Common. J. Buckley.
1959 Roydon, 1961 Leziate Fen. Dr. Shepheard.
1961 Necton. N.N.N.S. Newsletter.
1968 August, Syderstone Common. E. M. Dams.
1960 Wat ton. N.C.M. record.
1952, 1964 Holt Lowes, 1960 Holt, 1961 Edgefield, 1972 one adult specimen
Holt Lowes. R. J. Hornby.
1961 Salthouse Heath, 1967 Kelling Heath, 1971 1st May specimen Walsey
Hills, Cley, 1974 Salthouse. E. A. Ellis.
1959 Felthorpe, 1961 Attlebridge. M. E. Smith.
1968 Buxton Heath, 1971 Buxton Heath, 1974 Buxton Heath. E. A. Ellis.
1964 Sheringham, 1971 Kelling & West Runton. 1973 Beeston Common, 1973
August 17th, one specimen Weybourne Station. G. McColl.
1960 Dunston Common. P.R.B. Survey.
1961 Sprowston Churchyard, 1974 Horst ead. Society record.
1960 Hevingham, 1961 Stratton Strawless, 1961 Felmingham Heath. Dr. Shepheard.

23.
24.
3

.

32.
33.

40.
42.

50.

TL

68.

69.

TM

1961
1960
1973
1897
1961
1974
1961
1973
1934

& North Walsham Woods. Dr. Shepheard.
Cromer. N.C.M. records.
19th May, one juvenile South Walsham. J. Mayhew.
Stalham, 1960 Ingham, 1974 Dyball's Common, East Ruston E. A. Ellis.
Happisburgh. N.N.N.S record.
Common Belton-Fritton area. E. A. Ellis.
Winterton, 1967 Sea Palling, 1968 Calthorpe Broad, 1973 Stubb & Horsey,
Winterton Dunes. G. Coupland.
Gorleston, 1961 Yarmouth Dunes, 1973 specimens St. Hughes Green and
Felbrigg

,

Magdalene Estate, Gorleston. R. J. Driscoll.
1878 Hockwold Fen. S. H. Miller.
1878 Methwold Fen. S. H. Miller.

1897
1961
99. 1973
07. 1966
08. 1960
18.
1960
88.

Thetford, 1961 Thetford, 1967 recorded in this square. P. R. Cobb.

98.

and 1974 East Wretham Heath. Mrs. Marriott.
August, four specimens shot Thompson Common, J. Buckley.
12th May, South Lopham Middle Fen. M. J. D. Brendell.
South Lopham. Suffolk Nat. Soc. Record.
Diss. Mr. Jessop.
186

Leathery Turtle (Dermochelys coriaeea)
TG 50. 1956 Ellis (1956) records that a specimen of this species of turtle was washed up
on the 1 1th February 1956 at Caister on Sea. The only previous East Anglian
record was in November, 1913 when two specimens fouled herring nets off
Lowestoft. One animal escaped but the other broke its neck and died aboard the
ship two hours after being captured.
,

European Pond Tortoise ( Eniys

orbicularis)

This species of terrapin is frequently sold in local pet shops and specimens are
now living wild in parts of Broadland, having escaped from captivity. Ellis
1968, 1974 records specimens from Barton, TG 32; Brundall, TG 30; Hoveton,
31 Rockland, TG 30; Strumpshaw, TG 30; Mr. Ray Gribble also recorded
a specimen at East Ruston, TG 32, in 1974. Ellis (1968) only records one successful breeding. East Suffolk 1929, for whilst the climate in Norfolk is suitable for
adult pond tortoises the summer is not long or warm enough for the incubation
af the eggs. Unless there is a marked climatic chance it is unlikely that this
species will be able to establish itself in the wild in Norfolk.

TG

;
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